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Sheriff Presents 
Citizen's Academy 
The R!ock Vnice News Enforcement Ethics, and 
Criminal Law. Guest speak-
ers will cover subjects relat-
ed to Forensics, Volunteer 
Program, Hostage 
Negotiations, Emergency 
Services Team and Media 
Relations. During this 8-
week course you will have an 
opportunity to tour the 
Robert Presley Detention 
Center and the Coroner's 
Office in Perris. 
BVN. Reporter Wins RPD Complaint 
RIVERSIDE 
The Riverside County 
Sheriff's Department will be 
presenting an eight- week 
Citizen's Academy begin-
ning Thursday, September 
11, 2003 at 6:00 pm. All 
classes will be held at the 
Ben Clark Public Safety 
Training Center, located at 
3423 Davis Avenue, in 
Riverside from 6:00 pm -
9:00 pm. Classes are held on 
Thursday evenings. 
Riverside County residents 
will learn the daily opera-
tions of the Sheriff's 
Department along with the 
policies and procedures 
within law enforcement. 
Topics will include the 
History and Functions of the 
Sheriff's Department, Law 
All applicants must be 18 
years old and reside in the 
County of Riverside and 
have no prior felony convic-
tions and no misdemeanor 
arrests within one year of 
applying for the academy. 
Applicants are encouraged 
to contact the Riverside 
County Sheriff's Department 
at (909) 486-2797. 
Two Brothers, Two Lives, 
One Destiny 
M s . I t e strength of character, com-
u /Ca S ag mitment, and faith that pulls 
plays hits_ San them through, Acting and 
Bernardino singing the roles of the 
Brown brothers are Lavelle 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Latta Entertainment will 
present "I Am My Brother's 
Keeper" a musical stage 
play. "I Am My Brother's 
Keeper" is the story of Kevin 
and Steven Brown, two 
brothers who possess a very 
close relationship throughout 
their lives. They are bound 
by brotherhood, faith, and 
family. The story centers 
around their relationship and 
the challenges that life 
brings. 
· Life, aµd its ups and 
downs, takes them on a jour-
ney through different tests 
and trials. It's only their 
and Lavon Knight of the 
singing group 2Knight. 
They were the inspiration for 
writing the story and God 
provided the vision and the 
provision. The other main 
supporting characters are 
Shannon Brown played by 
Danielle Still, as well as 
Mama Brown, the mother, 
played by Joni Hamilton and 
J!o,P Brown, the father, 
played by Leonard Knight 
the actual father of the lead 
actors. 
The play was written by 
Kasey S. Latta and produced 
by Garland and Kasey Latta 
For more information or to 
purchase tickets, 
(909) 608-9315. 
contact 
I 
The Black Voice Mewx 
RIVERSIDE 
By Cheryl Brown 
Mary Shelton, a Black 
Voice News reporter, is 
relieved and surprised that 
the City of Riverside sus-
tained her complaint 
against RPD Officer Chris 
Lanzillo. Shelton filed a 
police complaint against 
officer Lanzillo, accusing 
him of blocking her from 
crossing the street and 
shouting at her on May 7, 
2003. 
According to her state-
ment, she said it was 
approximately 8:45 p.m, 
when she was walking 
home from a Shell con-
venience station. When 
she saw Lanzillo in the 
station she walked around 
the squad car. The signal 
light was red but as the 
light changed to green, 
seeing the squad car turn-
ing to her left, she stood to 
let it go by. Instead the car 
stopped blocking her in 
the pedestrian zone and 
Lanzillo yelled angrily, 
"you better write the truth 
in your rag sometime." He 
drove off quickly. Shelton 
felt intimidated by 
Lanzillo's actions. 
Now she feels there is 
some justice in the sys-
tem. 
Shelton is well known 
for her cutting edge cover-
age of events. She has 
been a part of the team 
that covered the Tyisha 
Miller killing by four 
San Bernardino Branch NA·ACP 
Launches Membership Drive 
Walter Jarman Julian Bond Cheryl Brown 
Members of the Inland Empire Concerned African American Churches 
The Block Ynice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Branch President 
Walter Jarman has 
announced that the San 
Bernardino Branch of the 
NAACP will launch a 
membership drive during 
the month of September in 
an effort towards building 
its membership to a high-
er level. Branch members 
are the lifeblood of the 
Branch and without them 
the branch and the organi-
zation as a whole would-
n't survive. 
The Branch is only able 
to provide services to 
assist victims of discrimi-
See NAACP, Page A-4 
White officers and most 
recently the Steve 
Woodruff trial where 
Woodruff was convicted 
of the death of a police 
officer during a residential 
dispute. 
According to a letter 
from Penelope Culbreth-
Graft, DPA, Assistant City 
Manager, the allegation of 
"Discourtesy" has been 
"Sustained" and the mem-
ber of the department, 
"committed all or part of 
the alleged acts of mis-
conduct or poor service." 
Complaints against 
police officers in 2001 
and 2002 remained rough-
1 y at 9% sustained. Of the 
288 filed in 2002 26 were 
founded. According to 
Graft's letter, the Shelton 
Sharon Davis with Councllwoman Sue Lien and husband Assemblymember John 
Longville 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
The polls are shifting 
and Sharon Davis, first 
lady of California came to 
San Bernardino to see that 
the pendulum swings the 
other way. In the latest 
poll taken by the LA 
Times of likely voters, 
55% to 45% are in favor 
of the recall. 
Davis was very clear as 
she called the recall 
attempt against her hus-
band, "a Republican 
attempt to hijack." She 
did not mince words. 
"They couldn't beat Bill 
Clinton (with · the 
impeachment), . they 
couldn't win the national 
election so they stopped 
the vote count in Florida. 
They started 30 days after 
Gray was re-elected 
Governor. They don't like 
the outcomes so they try 
to change it. We're not 
going to let the 
Republicans steal this 
election!" she said to a 
responsive crowd. "We 
are not going to fall for 
the 'big lie' that is say 
something long enough 
and it will become the 
truth," she said to the 
delight of the Democratic 
crowd. "Compassionate? 
He (Bush) promised 
Leave No Child Behind 
and put no money behind 
it. He (Bush) has lost hun-
dreds of thousands of jobs 
but Gray Davis created 
800,000 jobs. We are not 
going to stand back and 
let them lie," she said. 
Davis was the most 
high profile of all the 
'Final Call' Editor Loses Job Over Jesse Jackson Flap 
The Black Voice News Martin Luther King Jr. 
complaint had been inves-
tigated by the Riverside 
Police Department 
Internal Affairs and 
reviewed by the City's 
Community Police 
Review Commission 
(CPRC) (instituted as a 
speakers with the excep-
tion of Congressman Joe 
Baca who explained the 
deficit in California is 
from former Governor 
Pete Wilson's deregula-
tion of the utilities. "They 
(Republican) convinced 
us in a bi partisan way, we 
voted for it (deregula-
tion). The state was to 
benefit but Texas is the 
one who benefited. We 
have never been reim-
bursed. The President 
(Bush) has never given us 
the money we should 
have," said Baca. 
He said the Vehicle 
License Fee has a "trig-
ger" in the legislation 
passed by the legislature, 
(including Republicans) 
that says, if there is a 
deficit (the tax) will kick 
in. It is the law and he 
(D avis) has to apply the 
law," said Baca. 
All , of the Democrats 
were in line with the same 
message. Walter 
Hawkins, Rialto School 
Board Trustee and candi-
date for° the 67th 
Assembly District said, 
"once people wake up and 
see the game that is being 
played they will vote 
against the recall I plan to 
get out the vote in our 
area. We have to make our 
own reality. We will get 
people to the polls early. 
One thing we need is 
places to volunteer to be 
polling places and volun-
teers to work them." 
Hattie Inge, a longtime 
Democrat said she agrees 
with Sharon Davis, "She 
result of an Attorney 
General consent decree). 
In response to the letter 
Shelton said, "I was 
relieved and surprised to 
learn that the city 6f 
Riverside has sustained 
See COMPLAINT, Page A-4 
is absolutely right. We 
must vote and encourage 
others not just talk about 
it." Inge a citizen of 
Rialto said this recall is a 
ploy to divid\! Democrats. 
Assemblyman John 
Longville focused on how 
Republicans find creative 
ways to show they are 
sore losers. "They have 
raised it (sore loser) to an 
art form. There are more 
millionaires per capita in 
California than anywhere 
else. We have 1/5 of the 
world's billionaires." 
One thing he wanted 
Californians to know is 
that the state legislature 
will not have a situation ' 
as Florida where every 
vote was not counted. 
"You have the right to 
vote and the right to have 
your vote counted. They 
have to count the votes by 
law in California." he 
said. · 
Grace Vargas, Mayor 
of Rialto said, "it (the 
recall) is a circus. People 
don' t know all of the story 
many times we have to 
take over what someone 
else did or didn' t do." In 
reference to the mess Pete 
Wilson's administration 
left. 
"Say no to the recall 
and yes to Bustamante," 
said most of the 
Democrats from the area 
and Davis agreed and 
added, "say no to 
Proposition 54 th~ Race 
Initiative. We won't even 
be able to do a Census if 
Prop 54 passes. It is Ji 
wedge issue." 
WASHINGTON (NNPA) 
' · By George E. Curry 
of the Nation of Islam's 
newspaper, "The Final 
Call," has lost his job for 
mishandling a story that 
erroneously implicated 
Jesse L. Jackson Sr. and 
Samuel "Billy" Kyles in 
the assassination of Dr. 
Muhammad offered his 
resignation to Minister 
Louis Farrakhan last week 
and the minister accepted 
it, according to Nation of 
Islam (NOi) officials. 
front-page retraction in its 
Aug. 26 edition, apologiz-
ing for a story in the previ-
ous week's issue alleging 
that the King family had 
implicated Jackson and 
Kyles, two Baptist minis-
ters and well-known 
Southern Christian 
L~adership Conference 
(SCLC) activists, in the 
1968 assassination of their 
leader. 
Donna Muhammad. It 
read, "On April 8, 1998, 
Mrs. Coretta Scott King, 
her son Dexter King, Rev, 
Walter E. Fauntroy and 
former UN Ambassador 
Andrew Young met with 
then-U.S. Attorney 
General Janet Reno for 
two-and-a-half hours. 
They demanded a new fed-
eral investigation into the 
King assassination based 
on new evidence that had 
come to their attention. 
The family alleges that the 
Reverends Jesse b.. 
Jackson and Samuel Bil[y 
Kyles are complicit in the 
assassination of Dr. King." 
Editor-in-Chief NNPA 
News Service 
James G. Muhammad, 
the highly-respected editor The "Final Call" made a 
The original story car-
ried the double byline of 
Eric Ture Muhammad and 
The, "Final Call" retract-
ed the comment attributetl 
to the King family, noting 
. 
See RESIGNED, Page A°! 
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Col. Young & Booker T. Get Their 
Props 
When the author pinned the 
words to the song "Tall Oak 
Tree" it is for certain he had not 
seen the Sequoia trees in the 
Sequoia National Park. Now my 
editorial is not about the 
Sequoia trees even though they 
are majestic and beautiful 
enough to talk about forever. I 
am going to talk about a group 
of Black men that were there one hundred yean; ago with the 
responsibility to care for the trees and what they accomplished. The 
name of one was Colonel Charles Young and others went by the 
name of the Buffalo Soldiers. The year was 1903 when Captain 
Charles Young, at the time, was appointed the Superintendent of 
Sequoia and General Grant National Parks, the first Black man to 
ever hold such an appointment. It was Young and the Buffalo 
Solders task to develop and protect a new national park that had no 
roads to its main destination, the giant forest. They did that and 
more. · When Young and the Buffalo Solders left after his summer 
appointment was completed the roads, the same ones we ride on 
today, were complete. A task that is still unmatched.today. They did 
more in the months they were there than all others assigned there 
before them combined. As is stated in the' Sequoia National Parks 
newsletter: "This was not the toughest challenge these men ever 
faced. These men were serving a country that had yet to live up to 
the ideal of the Gettysburg A~dress, that all men were created 
equal." Young was the third African American to ever graduate 
from West Point and was born in slavery. After graduating from 
West Point U. S. Military Academy it is recorded that he said, " the 
worst he could wish for an enemy would be to make him a Black 
man and send him to West Point". 
Now this man, Colonel Young as the commander in charge of the 
9th Cavalry, did great things and accomplished much under horren-
dous odds. Yet when it came time for someone to honor him by nam-
ing a Sequoia Tree after him he turned it down and said let us name 
it after Booker T. Washington. Why is that so important today to 
me, and the descendants of the Young and Washington families? 
This history was lost for one hundred years and due to the diligent 
research effort of Dr. Floyd Thomas of the National Afro Ap:aerican 
Museum in Wilberforce, Ohio, many family members from both 
sides gathered at the Sequoia tree n~med after Booker T. 
Washington to begin the beginning all over again with a new sign. 
Here was the grand, great grand and great great-grand children of 
these giants among men. Their history and accomplishments stood 
as tall as the Great Sequoias. There were hugs and kisses from the 
Young to Washington family members. The pride was worn on the 
shoulders of the current National Park Service's racially diverse 
staff as they were attentive to everyone's needs. Just like the windy 
element could not destroy the Sequoia which has been recorded to 
have lived over three ,thousand years the family members and the 
National Park Service invite you all to come until the end of time. 
And although the Park Service does not name trees anymore the 
current Deputy Director announced they have commissioned the 
current Superintendent to select an appropriate tree to be named 
after Colonel Charles Young. 
Register to vote for the upcoming election 
by September 22nd 
And don't Forget to vote on October 
7th 
No On Recall 
No On Proposition 54 
And 
Yes on Cruz Bustamante 
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Dennis Archer and Black America's Pioneer Generation · 
Early August, indelibly separated 
now by the great poV(er failure that 
hit much of the Northeast and 
Midwest, seems in some ways a long 
time ago. But something happened 
in this month's early days that should 
not be overlooked. 
Dennis W. Archer, the former 
Mayor of Detroit and a former 
Associate Justice of the Michigan 
Supreme Court, was elected presi-
dent of the American Bar 
Association. 
Archer's election as the first 
African-American to head the presti-
gious ABA is of great symbolic and 
substantive importance for several 
reasons. 
1 
One has to do with its timing. 
It was formally approved by dele-
gates to the ABA convention in 
Chicago in the same month that will 
see the fortieth-anniversary com-
memoration of the historic March on 
Washington of 1963. Further, 
Archer will preside over the ABA 
during much of 2004-the fiftieth 
anniversary of the watershed United 
States Supreme Court decision in the 
Brown school desegregation case. 
In that regard, Archer's election is 
a reminder that, for all the progress 
made since the 1950s and 1960s, the 
numerous "firsts" yet left for African 
Americans to acfueve at both the 
high and middle levels of American 
society indicate how substantial the 
"equality gap" remains between 
Black America and White America. 
Black America is still in its "pioneer 
generation" mode. 
Dennis Archer's election also 
underscores African Americans' 
unstmtmg allegiance to the belief 
that the principles c:if the Constitution 
and the ideal of the rule of law have 
meaning and can be used to produce 
justice and right great systemic 
wrongs, With extraordinary patience 
Blacks held that belief through the 
era of Slavery and of the equally 
unjust Jim Crow decades which fol-
lowed, 
Finally, Dennis Archer's personal 
story offers an inspiring example of 
the broad societal benefits to throw-
ing open the gates of opportunity. 
Born in Detroit and raised in near-
by Cassiopolis, Archer worked his 
way through college at Western 
Michigan University, and then 
taught learning-disabled children in 
the Detroit public schools while 
earning his law degree from Detroit 
College of Law in 1970. 
For more than a decade thereafter 
he mixed teaching law· at his alma 
mater and at Wayne State University 
Law School with a prominent pri-
vate practice and important service 
to the broader legal community. 
That included serving as president of 
the Wolverine Bar Association in 
1979-1980, president of the National 
Bar Association in 1983-1984, and 
president of the State Bar of 
Michigan in 1984-85. 
In 1985 Michigan Governor 
James Blanchard appointed Archer 
an Associate Justice of the state's 
Supreme Court; he won election to 
an eight-year term on his own the 
following year. In his final year on 
the bench the Michigan Lawyers 
Weekly named him the state's most 
respected judge. 
Archer than campaigned for and 
won election to two four-year terms 
as Mayor of Detroit from 1994 to 
2001, returning to private law prac-
tice while serving a term in 2001 as 
president of the National League of 
Cities, . . 
This is an amazing record of 
achievement. But it's even more 
important that we recognize what 
fueled it: Dennis Archer's determi-
nation to contribute to the larger 
civic good. 
One may say that it's not all that 
surprising an African American of 
Archer's generation would be so 
civic-minded. 
After all, when he was coming of 
age, the battle to gain for Blacks the 
formal civil rights the ideal of 
America had long promised was 
reaching its zenith; and people from 
all walks of life-from a great 
lawyer like Thurgood Marshall to 
the Mississippi activist Fannie Lou 
Hamer, whose formal education 
reached only the eighth grade but 
who possessed the quality of great-
ness in abundance-were proving 
that everyone could make a contribu-
tion. 
But, in fact, it goes deeper than 
that. Dennis Archer, like many of his 
contemporaries, recognized that it 
was his responsibility to contribute 
to the common good. 
And it is our responsibility to con-
tinually remind-and inspire-
today's generation of African 
Americans and other Americans to 
follow examples of civic engage-
ment like his; for without such self-
lessness Black Americans will never 
be able to close the several "equality 
gaps" that still separ3,te them as a . 
group from full participation in the 
mainstream of American society. 
Of course, the most fundamental 
weapon of civic empowerment has 
always been the right to vote. But, 
sadly, too many Americans, includ-
ing African Americans, still don't get : 
it-the nation's overall voter partici-
pation hovers around 50%. When 
we don't vote and don't participate 
in the civic life of our community, 
we're only hurting ourselves. 
That's why I promised at our 
recent annual conference that the 
National Urban League would take a 
new, active role in registering people 
to vote and encouraging them to 
vote. We'll never cross the line and 
tell people for whom to vote, but 
being non-partisan doesn't mean, 
being nai've. We can 't afford to pre-
tend that political events do not 
,affect the work that we do or the peo-
ple we care about. 
That would be the height of civic 
irresponsibility. 
Instead, we're going to follow the 
example of Dennis W. Archer and 
carry on the work of Black 
America's pioneer generation. ' 
Children of Prisoners-Are We Punishing the Children Too? 
When you think about prisons, 
preschoolers don't usually come to 
mind. But a growing number of 
children of all ages are finding that 
prison has become part of their 
everyday world. That's because the 
number of children with parents in 
correctional facilities is growing at 
an a)arming rate. The U.S. 
Department of Justice reports that 
close to 1.5 million children'-- near-
ly one-quarter under five -- had a 
parent in state or federal prison in 
1999. The number of.children with 
parents in prison grew by 60 per-
cent or more than 500,000 children 
since 1991. Hispanic children were 
three times and Black children were 
nine times more likely than White 
children to have a parent in prison. 
The growing numbers of children 
with mothers in prison is especially 
troubling. Twenty-five years ago, 
the Children's Defense Fund exam-
ined the problem of children of 
women prisoners in Rikers Island in 
one of our earliest reports, Why 
Punish the Children? The problem 
has worsened, Between 1991 and 
1999, the number of children with a 
mother in prison nearly doubled to 
over 125,000. Many of these moth-
ers are in prison for crimes related 
to drug or alcohol abuse. Mothers 
were twice as likely as fathers to 
have committed crimes while under 
the influence of cocaine-based 
'II FA.C.S. 
Courtroom scene during slavery: 
Judge -- "order in the court! We are 
here to try the case of just how badly 
the slaves steal. We already know 
that stealing is the most frequent 
violation of the law charged against 
slaves. All we need is the accusa-
tion by Whites for slaves to be 
declared guilty. The plaintiffs may 
now state their case. " Plaintiff: 
"Your Honor, we slaveholders are 
haunted by the fear of theft at all 
times and in all places. ln harvest 
time we are obliged to set a strict 
watch over our cornfields, orchards, 
and melon patches. When night 
comes every movable article of 
property must be put under lock and 
key. Even the fowls have to all be 
collected together every evening as 
soon as it is time for them to go to 
roost, and then locked up in coops, 
The reason we came up with the 
derogatory name 'coon'for slaves is 
because, like raccoons, they forage 
at night, raiding chicken coops, 
I 
\ 
drugs or opiates. Nearly three-
foul'Jhs of the mothers in federal 
prisons are there for drug offenses. 
Mothers were also more likely than 
fathers to have experienced home-
lessness or unemployment shortly 
before going to prison. Since the 
majority of incarcerated mothers 
lived with their children before 
being sent to prison, many of their 
children had already been experi-
encing instability at home before 
this major upheaval. 
Where do children of parents in 
prison go? Most often to stay with 
grandparents, other relatives, or 
frienJs, and if they aren't available, 
to foster parents and the child wel-
fare system. Both mothers and 
fathers say they try to keep up com-
munication with their children 
while in prison but circumstances 
can make this difficult. Families 
who do stay in touch often have to 
make do with phone calls and let-
ters because distance makes visits 
difficult or impossible, Over 60% 
of parents in state prisons and near-
' ly 85% of parents in federal prisons 
are being held over 100 miles away 
from their last residence. As a 
result, more than half of parents in 
prison say they have never had a 
personal visit from their children. 
While adults are in prison because 
they've made mistakes, children end 
up suffering too. Over half .of moth-
ers in prison and nearly three-
fourths of fathers in prison have 
been sentenced to terms longer than 
five years--major portions of a 
child's life. 
In response to this growing crisis, 
some communities and correctional 
facilities are creating innovative 
programs that help parents in prison 
maintain closer contact with their 
children and learn better parenting 
skills. Some facilities offer parent-
ing and child development classes 
and other life skills training to help 
parents get back on their feet. 
Some promote literacy for both 
inmates and their children by tape-
recording parents reading bedtime 
stories and giving the tapes and 
books to their children. Others have 
developed special child-friendly 
visiting areas within prisons where 
children can visit their parents, 
sometimes even overnight. These 
programs serve both generations. 
Parents who are able to feel con-
nected to their children and have 
been taught specific ways to be bet-
ter parents have a very strong incen-: ' 
tive to continue these positive, 
behaviors and avoid old behaviors' 
that might send them back to prison. 
And children are able to feei more· 
secure and reassured that their par-
ents still love and care about them. 
There is a role for all of us in 
reaching out to these children. 
Faith-based and other community 
organizations can offer mentoring 
and other supports for children of 
incarcerated parents and sponsor 
activities that will promote parent-
child interaction and strengthen par-
ent-child relationships, parenting 
supports, and life skills training. 
The children's surrogate caregivers 
also need help and support. And we 
can push for alternatives to incar-
ceration for parents convicted of 
non-violent offenses that encourage 
parent-child interaction. Having a 
parent in prison is not a child's fault 
but sometimes children end up feel-
ing like they are being punished too. 
Marian Wright Edelman is 
President and Founder of the 
Children's Defense Fund, whose 
mission is to Leave No Child 
Behind® and to ensure every child 
a Healthy Start, a Head Start, a 
Fair Start, a Safe Start, and a 
Moral Start in life and successful 
passage to adulthood with the help 
of caring f amities and communities. 
Did the Slaves Steal? (Part I) 
kitchen gardens, and stored food 
supplies. In other words, the slave 
"coons" are sly night varmints too 
shiftless to get their own food. 
Your Honor, it is really amusing to 
see kitchens, stables, cotton houses, 
and granaries all fastened with 
great padlocks -- and that too in the 
day time if not occupied. A slave 
cannot be trusted for a moment with 
the key to the granary. If a peck of 
com is to be measured, it must be 
done under the eye of a vigilant 
stewt;ird. It is just so too in the 
department that- particularly 
belongs to the mistress of the family. 
She is obliged to weigh and measure 
every thing that passes into the 
hands of the cook. In a large fami-
ly, this duty is so arduous that the 
mistress seems to be the greatest 
slave. Every cupboard, closet, and 
drawer in those apartments to 
which the slaves have access are 
kept constantly locked. It is not 
even safe for the mistress to leave 
her work box in the drawing room 
unfastened. Then to sum up the 
whole, a family living on one of 
those isolated plantations must, 
when night comes, be all fastened 
up within windows and doors bolted 
and barred like a prison house. 11m. 
causes us White people to feel we 
live in the greatest bondage. · Still, 
colored boys gain admittance to a 
master's house by descending 
through the chimney in order to 
depredate and ravage the master's 
wines, cigars, and similar things. 
One boy was caught lying upon the 
floor in a state of intoxication from 
excessive champagne intake. He 
confessed to having done this 
before, calling this 'taking ' from 
White folks which was right and 
proper to do. But can you believe 
that the slaves consider it wrong to 
'steal' the property of other slaves? 
The slaveowners live in constant 
fear for the safety of their lives and 
property. The propensity for steal-
ing among the slaves is so great that 
even the dead are often exhumed for 
the purpose of securing their grave 
clothes. Typically, our dead are 
interred in every article of dress 
worn in life -- even to a coat and 
boots for a man and full dress for 
church for a woman. Of course, to 
rob the grave of its wardrobe and 
violate the sacredness of the tomb 
meets with a penalty more cruel 
than death itself. Obviously, our 
fear of being robbed of our lives is, 
the greatest of all. When the master 
goes away for long periods, the mis-
tress can trust no slave. Being 
unable to defend herself with fire 
arms in case of an attack upon her 
life, she must never retire at night 
without an GJCe so near her pillow 
that she could lay her hand upon it 
instantly. There have been several 
plots to massacre every member of 
the master's family. However, 
thanks to our truly faithful old ser-
vants, · they inform us in time 
because they could not stand to see 
their master and mistress and all the 
children murdered. You see, your 
Honor, we slave holders are by no 
means -- with all our possessions --
the happiest· people in the world. 
(The courtroom setting is fictitiou~· 
but the main contents came from 
Eipily Burke, "Reminiscences oj 
Georgia" N.P.: James M. Fitch, 
1850, ppl51-59). Incidentally, elev~ .. 
erlness in the 'transfer' of the mas~ ' : 
ter's property was much admired by : : 
the slaves and was often elevated to · : 
an artform. 
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D 
V 
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SHOP WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27 TO MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 FOR STOREWIDE SAVINGS AND VALUES. 
GREAT SAVINGS ON FASHIONS_ FOR HER AND KIDS 
NEW REDUCTIONS! 50% OFF 2ND ITEM* 
65% .0FF 
ENTIRE STOCK OF 
CLEARANCE SPRING 
AND SUMMER 
SPORTSWEAR, 
DRESSES AND 
SWIMWEAR 
For misses, petites, 
Macy Woman and juniors. 
Excludes Bridge and Impulse collections, 
Tommy Bahama swimwear and 
the 2004 Preview collection. 
'" "' ) n r'1f l1rr, 
FAS~IONS FOR JUNIORS 
Buy one item, get a second at 
50% off. Regular-, sale- and 
clearance-priced skirts, jackets, 
tops, dresses and more. 
Excludes status brands. 
EXTRA 20% OEF 
ALL SALE-PRICED 
BACK-TO-CLASS CLOTHES 
FOR KIDS 
FOR A TOTAL SAVINGS OF 40% 
From greendog•, Mudd, 
Great Escape, 
California Concepts, 
Amy Byer, Hype, 
Kids Headquarters 
and Baby Beluga. 
For girls 2-16; boys 2-20. 
Excludes Kids' designers. 
SALE 39.99 
'TWIN STRIPE' BY SKECHERS 
Mesh/leather striped sneaker. 
SALE 49.99 SALE 59.99 
In assorted colors. 
6-lOM. Reg. $49.99 
'PROJECT G' BY GUESS 
Leather sneaker. In white. 
6-lOM. Reg. 49.99 
'HIKO' BY NINE WEST 
Leather sport shoe. In black 
or cocoa. 5-10M. Reg. $69 
•second item must be of equal or lesser value. Prices, promotions and selection may differ on mocys.com. Sale merchandise Is from specially selected groups unless identified as "all." Sale prices may 
lndude reductions taken from regular stock, plus clearance/closeout ltef'(IS. Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Advertised Items may not be available In every store. Original, clearance, 
closeout, and permanently- or Just-reduced Items will remain at a reduced prtce after tllls event. Some ortglnal prtces may not have been In effect over tile past 90 days. Only, value, everyday, 
special-purchase and now prices also will remain In effect after the event. Clearance, closeout and special-purchase merchandise is available while supplies last. Best value Items are excluded 
from all soles, price reductions and coupons. Regular and original prices are offering prices and may not have resulted In actual sales, No moll or phone orders, Some Items may be part of a sale 
In progress. Extra savings taken off clearance/sale prices. Extra savings and regular/sale prices In effect August 'lJ through September 1. 
Also shop macys.com 
'X67' BY A FAMOUS AMERICAN DESIGNER 
Nylon, suede and mesh sneaker. 
In assorted colors. 5½-lOM. Reg. $89.99 
rnacys 
12 34s en 9e1 e 
~:t~tt .(i.trl'f~Oi 
SAVE 10% MORE 
YOUR FIRST TWO DAYS. .. 
When you open a Macy's account. 
Some exclusions apply, Subject to credit approval. 
See your Soles Assocfote for details. 
" 
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COMPLAINT 
Continued from Front_ Page 
my complaint against Officer 
Lanzillo. I felt that his lack of pro-
fessionalism and failure to exercise 
appropriate conduct while on duty 
reflected poorly on an agency 
which is trying to move forward 
dowp a path of state-mandated 
reform in order for it to better pro-
tect and serve all of the residents of 
Riverside. It especially disturbed 
me that Officer Lanzillo was appar-
ently in the position of training a 
newer officer at the time the mis-
conduct occurred. I do not believe 
that is the . appropriate way to 
behave in a position which requires 
NAACP 
Continued from Front Page 
nation because many persons sup-
port the NAACP through member-
ships. The Branch does not receive 
government support or corporate 
funding to process civil rights com-
plaints. It is through memberships 
that the Branch is able to keep its 
doors open, purchase postage, pay 
for tel~phone, office supplies, 
insurance and other costs. All 
Officers, Executive and Standing 
Committee members are members 
who voluntarily serve in the 
staffing and running the local 
office. This effort, according to 
Jarman, will mark the beginning of 
the Branch's buildup of its member-
ship, which is just under three hun-
dred currently paid members, and 
will also increase its effectiveness. 
On August 12, 2003 Membership 
Committee Chairperson Cheryl 
Brown, co-publisher of the. Black 
Voice News, met. with the Inland 
Empire Association of Concerned 
Pastors and presented information 
on the Branch's membership drive 
to the group. Most of the churches 
have agreed or have indicated 
agreement to sponsoring either the 
second or third Sunday in 
September as their day to sponsor 
this drive. "I also see this as a 
potential for a resurgence of the his-
torical and spiritual relationship 
a tremendous amount of responsi-
bility and public trust nor should 
this behavior be demonstrated or 
taught to newer officers, who come 
to this agency to perform a public 
service, not to learn how to harass 
people." 
What's next? Graft said, "I can 
only speak to the process. I send a 
letter to the person filing the com-
plaint of the findings and another 
one to the Police Chief. It falls in 
the Police Department's court what 
happens (next). They will decide 
what action is appropriate. There 
are different levels of cases," she 
said. 
"The officer's are protected by 
the Public Safety Officer's 
Procedural Bill of Rights Act 
between the local church and the 
organization as relates to its origi-
nal founding. Most persons of 
color in their late 40's and above 
will acknowledge that the church 
· has been prominent in both the his-
tory and development of the 
NAACP," Brown told the clergy. 
"Not only has the church been a 
beacon of support for the NAACP, 
but many grassroots community 
based organizations have also sus-
tained, supported and assumed a 
role in the development of the 
NAACP ~d its ongoing effective-
ness. Those organizations as well 
as public and private establishments 
will be encouraged to participate in 
this drive," she concluded. 
Letters fr~m the San Bernardino 
Branch of the NAACP will be 
mailed to the various churches -and 
organizations requesting • their sup-
port. 
In connection with the member-
ship drive the San Bernardino 
NAACP will also be pushing "No 
on Proposition 54 and No on the 
Recall." Voter registration is also a 
priority and the Branch will be part-
nering, teaming, and lining up with 
various organizations, and individ-
ual( s) in an effort 'to defeat 
Proposition 54. "On August 12, 
2003, I traveled to Los Angeles to 
attend a Press · Conference held by 
National Board Chairman, Julian 
Bond in reference to Proposition 
California Government Code 
33,000 and details remain confiden-
tial. II 
Shelton said, "through the 
process I learned that while there 
were some officers who were upset 
when I filed the complaint and now 
with its finding, others have been 
concerned and supportive. Still, 
when I see a black and white car 
driving down the street or parked 
when I walk by, I still feel some 
apprehension. There are still some 
officers who want to hold on to the 
old way of doing things, a way that 
was detrimental to many people in 
this city but that way is gone now 
and hopefully with hard work, will 
some day be replaced with a system 
that is much more positive." 
54. A workshop by the State 
Conference NAACP was held after 
the press conference and it was 
determined that all NAACP 
Branches would unite in the effort 
towards defeating Proposition 54, 
No on the Recall, and voter regis-
tration," said President Jarman. 
National President and CEO, 
Kweisi Mfume has also pledged to 
fight against Proposition 54 Ballot 
Initiative and spoke in San 
Francisco on Saturday, August 23, 
2003 during a mass meeting against 
the initiative at the Third Baptist 
Church, Mfume calls Ward 
Connerly's Plan ill conceived and 
irresponsible and states that it 
would essentially sterilize the data 
on birth and death certificates, 
school enrollment forms and other 
records · used in demographic and 
medical research. 
Founded in 1909, the National 
Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP) is the 
nation's oldest and largest civil 
rights organization. Its half-million 
adult and youth members through-
out the United States and the world 
are the premier advocates for. civil 
rights in their communities, con-
ducting voter mobilization and 
monitoring equal opportunity in the 
public and private sectors. The San 
Bernardino Branch office may be 
contacted at (909) 887-7411 or 
(909)887-7414-Fax. 
Women's Ministry Seeks Donations for AIDS Relief in S. Africa 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
President and Founder of 
The Women's Inspirational 
Network, Mone Swann is 
seeking donations for those 
who are interested in partici-
pating in a trip to South 
Africa in September hosted 
by The City of Refuge 
Church. Funds are needed to 
assist those who are going on 
the trip. 
"The AIDS epidemic in 
South Africa is serious and 
should have the help of every · 
Biack American, every 
nationality and race. We as 
Black Americans should g ive 
to ·our brothers and sisters in 
South Africa," stated Swann. 
Swann, a single· mother 
who understands the needs of 
the AIDS victims in 
Johannesburg, will b e travel-
ing September 8, 2003. As 
one of the leaders of The 
President and Founder, Women's 
Inspirational Network, Mone Swann 
Women's Inspirational 
Network, a non-profit organi-
zation based in Riverside, 
California, she is willing to 
assist in the call to help AIDS 
victims locally, as well as a ll 
over the · world. Programs 
W.I.N. conducts are rnentor-
ing young women through 
AIDS assistance, Bible stud-
ies, family counseling from a 
biblical perspective. Swann 
who is also president of I.J .N. 
Securities & Insurance 
Services realized the need for 
a women's ministry five years 
ago upon t_he inception of her 
insurance agency. 
All donations should be 
received by September 1, 
2003. Tax deductible dona-
tions should be made to The 
Women's Inspirational 
N etwork and are welcomed 
continu·ously for aide with· 
shelter, clothes, and bus_iness 
opportumtles. For more 
information contact W.I.N. at 
(909) 367-9401. Office hours 
are 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.rn. 
Donations should b e mailed 
to 3538 Central Avenue, Suite 
1-A, Riverside, CA 92506. 
Zambian Ambassador to Speak on War and Peace 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
-When Ambassador Inonge 
Mbikusita-Lewanika, Ph.D . vis-
its next month she will bring a 
m essage of war and peace. 
Considered as a grassroots 
developer, evangelist, and an 
international civil servant, 
Mbikusita-Lewanika will speak 
on Friday, September 5, 2003 a 
the San Bernardino Hilton Hotel. 
A donation for the fundraising 
dinner will be $40.00 per person. 
Mbikusita-Lew.anika worked 
for the children' s arm of the 
United Nations, UNICEF, for 10 
years, serving as a Senior 
Program Officer and as a 
Regional Advisor on Women 
and Child Development, after a 
12-year career as an instructor 
training teachers. 
For more information contact 
Helen Harris, Executiye Director 
' of Call To L eadership, 
International at (9b9) 862-5354, 
or Pastor Raymond W. Turner, 
President of the IECAAC, at 
(909) 887-2309. 
Literary Fundraiser 
Host a 
BOOK PARTY 
at your home or church with 
FIVE CHRISTIAN AUTHORS 
✓ Frank Wallace, author, minister, poet 
✓ Shirley Smith, author, Breast Cancer 
advocate, counselor 
. ✓ Anna Christian, author, historian, educa-
tor · 
✓ Gaynelle Hughes, author, designer, entre-
preneur 
✓ Richard 0. Jones, author, poet, comedi-
an 
RECEIVE 20% OF ALL BOOK SALES 
call Richard 0. Jones at (909) 488-0443 
or email: carrieonprod@earthlink.net 
Faith Temple Choir Releases CD , 
The B/qck Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
Riverside Faith Temple 
International under the leadership 
of Apostle Joseph & Pastor 
.Beatrice Sims wishes to invite 
everyone to join in the joyous occa-
_sion of their choir's long awaited 
CD Release "Celebration." The 
event will be held at 2355 
Pennsylvania in Riverside on 
September 6. 2003 at 6:00 pm. 
This fabulous anointed choir, 
"TRIBE OF LEVI has just released 
their first CD called "LEVITICAL 
ORDER". You don't want to miss 
this grand gala. 
A Worship and Praise Exhibition . 
will also be held on September 4 -
5, 2003 at 7:00 pm. The anointed 
speakers will include Pastor 
Sheldon Bryant (Associate Pastor 
of Imani Praise SDA) , Pastor 
Terrance Rhone, (Mt. · Sinai 
COGlC). The musical guests will 
also include: Refreshing Spring 
Temple, TRIBE OF LEVI, San , 
Bernardino Christian Fellowship, 
and more. 
For more information, you may 
contact Elder Barry E. Krtight 
at(909) 378-2848. ' 
40th Anniversary of March on Washington Commemorated Locally 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
The Group will commemorate the 
40th Anniversary of the historic 
RESIGNED 
Continued from Front Page 
that it has "no basis in fact or proof," 
In another story, the paper inter-
viewed Martin Luther King ill, who 
said: "My family has never accused 
Rev. Jackson and Rev. Billy Kyles of 
complicity in the murder of Martin 
Luther King Jr." 
In an interview with the NNPA 
News Service, Jackson said: "I don't 
want to respond because there's 
nothing to respond to. I don't know 
why they did what they did, but I am 
glad Farrakhan and Leonard 
[Muhammad, the Nation of Islam's 
chief of staff], when they saw it, 
knew that it was wrong and they 
retracted it. That's good enough." 
"We have to build relationships, 
we have to deal with people in pub-
lic life and the minister was a victim 
of the · very same thing himself in the 
case of Malcolm X," says Akbar 
Muhammad, the minister's long-
time assistant and now his interna-
tional representative, based in 
Ghana. "And for our newspaper to 
March on Washington at a program 
tonight at 6:30 on the Courthouse 
steps. There will be speakers and 
the group will march by candle light 
follow in the footsteps of those who 
wanted to make him the enemy of 
the Black community by accusing 
him of being invoived in the assassi• 
nation of Malcolm and then we tum 
around and allow our paper to do the 
same thing to one of our brothers 
was unacceptable." 
According to Akbar Muhammad, 
Minister Farrakhan spoke with Jesse 
Jackson and members of the King 
family before making his decision to 
accept James Muhammad's resigna-
tion. 
Dr. King was assassinated as he 
and his top aides were preparing to 
leave the Lorraine Motel to have 
dinner in the home of Rev. Kyles, 
pastor of Monumental · Baptist 
Church in Memphis. 
In discussing Jesse Jackson's reac-
tion to Dr. King's death, the "Final 
Call" article rekindled_ questions 
about one of the greatest mysteries 
of Jesse Jackson's public career-
his insistence on maintaining that he 
was the last person to cradle Dr. 
King before he died. 
In the most authoritative biogra-
to the Martin Luther King, Jr. statue 
in front of city hall. The public is 
welcome to attend. 
phy 0f Jackson during that era, 
"Jesse Jackson: The Man, the 
Movement, the Myth," written by 
Chicago journalist Barbara 
Reynolds, most of King's top aides 
directly contradict Jackson's version 
of the events. ' 
"The only person who cradled Dr. 
King was [Ralph] Abernathy," 
Hosea Williams, the head of SCLC's 
voter registra,tion project, told the 
author. ''The last man King spoke to 
was Solomon Jones. It's a -helluva 
thing to capitalize on a man's death, 
especially one you professed to 
love." 
Reynolds quotes Abe{Ilathy: "I am 
sure Reverend Jackson would not 
say to me that he cradled Dr. King. I 
am sure that Reverend Jackson 
would realize that I was the person 
who was on the balcony with Dr. 
King and did not leave his side until 
he was pronounced dead at St. . 
Joseph's Hospital in Memphis. I am 
sure that he would not say to me that 
he even came near Dr. King after 
Doc was shot." 
Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community 
The Black Voice News 
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· CHC Hosts First National Conf ere nee Addressing High Reliability Organization Theory and Pra.ctice 
. ' . 
High Reliability Organization Conference - Crafton HIiis College (CHC) hosted the first National Conference on High 
Reliability Organization (HRO)'Theory and Practice In Medicine and Public Safety. Pictured during a break in the work-
shops are, leH to right, Gary Provansal, division chief for the San Bernardino County Fire Department; Gloria Macias 
· Harrison, CHC President; and Dr. Daved van Stralen, instructor In critical care and general pediatrics at the Loma Linda 
University Department of Pediatrics and medical director for Totally Kids Specialty Healthcare in Loma Linda. 
The Black Voice NeW£ 
INLAND EMPIRE 
Representatives from· such high 
, risk fields as the military, law 
enforcement, firefighting, and emer-
. gency services visited Crafton Hill 
College (CHC) for the first National 
Conference on High Reliability 
Organization (HRO) Theory and 
Practice in Medicine and Public 
Safety. Certain organizations func-
tion in high risk environments where 
error or failure results in catastroph-
ic loss: bodily injury, or death. 
Some people believe that the com-
plexity of situations contributes to 
these errors and failures. However, 
advocates of the HRO ,Theory 
believe a more intricate system, giv-
ing more people on the "front lines" 
the authority to make important 
decisions, would reduce the errors 
and failures within high risk envi-
ronments. 
According to HRO advocates, 
examples of organizations with 
complex systems which have proven 
to be highly reliable are certain U.S. 
Naval aircraft carrier flight opera-
tions, the Marine corp, the U.S. 
Naval submarine fleet, Naval avia-
tion, and the air transport industry. 
These organizations have been 
termed High Reliability 
Organizations (HROs). Researchers 
have identified elements of such 
HROs and are experimenting with 
applying these elements to other 
fields. 
The HRO Theory and Practice 
Conference brought together aca-
demic researchers with in-the-field 
practitioners from throughout the 
nation. One of the key elements in 
the High Reliability Organization 
(HRO) system is empowering all 
,, Ernest' @ 
LEVISTER, JR: 
F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M. 
Every parent's back-to-school list 
should include more than pencils, 
paper and the latest fashions. 
Parents also need to think about 
well-child_ exams, immunizations, 
exercise, and ~ emphasis on eating 
right. The anticipation and prepara-
tion for another school year is excit-
ing but also stressful for parents and 
children. Take steps to ensure that 
your children get a healthy start. 
SET THE TONE: Talk with your 
children about their feelings for the 
upcoming school year. Do they feel 
safe, anxious, fearful? Are they 
excited about seeing old classmates 
and· me_eting new ones? Have your 
children set goals to improve 
grades, .attendance and overall per-
formance. Discuss study habits, 
schedules and expectations so they 
feel less anxiety and stress over 
'possible workloads. 
PHYSICAL EXAM: Find out if 
your child needs a fitness exam. 
Older children should have a physi-
cal ·exam every other year, unless 
they have a medical condition or 
will be participating in organized 
sports. Schedule physicals well in 
advance to avoid the Labor Day 
crunch. Check with the school 
about special forms or requirements 
people within the organization to, 
have a voice for safety in high risk 
situations while maintaining the 
command structure. HROs have 
flexible decision making structures; 
their networks do not have a fixed 
central player who can mistakenly 
assume that he/she knows every-
thing. Based on the HRO Theory, 
during high tempo times, decision 
making migrates to expertise - It 
migrates up as well as down. One of 
the presenters at the conference was 
Dr. Karl E. Weick, who is a Rensis 
Likert Distinguished Professor of 
Organizational Behavior, a profes-
sor of psychology at the University 
of Michigan, and a · consultant on 
wildland firefighting for the U.S. 
Forest service. 
Weick believes that if important 
HRO elements had been utilized in 
what was an ill-fated wildland fire-
fighting event with fatalities, the 
outcome would have been different. 
According to Weick, common ele-
ments in HRO's include establishing 
good communication, encouraging 
people to express different points of 
view, eliminating a preoccupation 
with failure, increasing trust, being 
able to drop the routine if necessary, 
having a knowledge of the basics, 
being able to improvise by recom-
bining the basics, valuing expertise 
and experience over rank, having 
ongoing situational awareness, 
avoiding overconfidence and avoid-
ing being overcautious, having 
respect for one another, valuing hon-
esty, and having self-respect. 
One of the main conference coor-
dinators was Dr. Daved van Stralen, 
in~tructor in critical care and gener-
al pediatrics at the Loma Linda 
University Department of 
Pediatrics. Van Stralen also serves 
as the medical director for Totally 
Kids Speciality Healthcare in Loma 
Linda. Van Stralen explained that 
those attending the conference were 
"practitioner advocates" for the 
HRO theory . 
"In a simpler system than an 
HRO, all decisions go to a central 
person or a central group," van 
Stralen said. "But a high reliability 
system is a more complex system 
because it allows for decisions to 
migrate to the environmental inter-
face, which contributes to lessening 
risk." 
According to van Stralen, whether 
in firefighting, emergency mediciQe, 
or other high risk situations,_ "people 
located where the action is should be 
given the authority to make deci-
sions." 
Van Stralen used the recent power 
outage in the Northeast U.S., saying 
the New England area was spared 
the ·outage because an individual in 
the ;niddle of the action recognized 
what was happening and had ,the 
knowledge and authority to make a 
critical decision. That person took 
the necessary steps to isolate the 
New England power grid from the 
larger failing power grid. 
Van Stralen believes people with-
in a system need to have the confi-
dence to make decisions based on 
good training and knowing they will 
be supported no matter what the out-
come. 
"The humane theory is 'You did 
the right thing, we wilJ support 
you,"' said van Stralen. "We under-
stand that good actions can some-
time have bad outcomes." 
"In a sense, there is no wrong 
decision," he said. "People on the 
fire front or out in the field during an 
medical emergency should be 
Parent's Back-to-School List: 
Include Health Check-Up for Kids 
for participating in sports and bring 
these to the attention of your doctor. 
If your child has a chronic condi-
tion like diabetes or asthma, and 
needs to take medication during 
school hours, meet with the school 
nurse and discuss his/her needs and 
medical history. If your child is 
obese, ask your doctor about weight 
loss and nutritional counseling. If 
money is a problem, ask your health 
care provider about state/county 
sponsored low cost health plans for 
kids such as "Healthy Families." 
IMMUNIZATIONS: Review 
immunization records; keep track 
of vis.its and shots. In California, 
children must have required immu-
nizations before entering school or 
childcare. This ·is to prevent the 
spread of vaccine preventable dis-
eases. Some diseases like tetanus, 
measles and hepatitis B require 
booster shots in later years between 
the ages of 11 and 18. 
DENTAL CHECK-UP: Schedule 
an appointment with the dentist. A 
healthy mouth promotes smiling, 
better eating habits and can boost a 
child's self-esteem. 
EXERCISE: Stress the impor-
tance of routine physical activity. 
Supplement the school's often less 
than physical PE classes with 
organized sports or after school 
activities such as karate, dance, 
skating and gymnastics. 
EAT A BALANCED DIET: With 
obesity in children near a national 
epidemic, make sure your child 
starts. the year off eating a balanced 
diet. Plan a visit to the school cafe-
teria. Does the menu consist of 
breads, cereals and low-fat baked 
goods; fruits and vegetables; dairy; 
lean meats, poultry, fish and-low-fat 
snacks such as pretzels and graham 
crackers instead of candy and pota-
to chips; juices instead of high 
sugar, empty calorie sodas? If not 
go to plan CEB,. Check out the 
growing list of fresh pre-packaged 
lunches and breakfasts available at 
your supermarket . Most of them 
are nutritionally balanced and tasty. 
Remi~der: The new law prohibiting 
the sale of soft drinks on elemen-
tary school campuses and limiting 
them on secondary campuses takes 
effective this fall. 
Set a good example; Practice what 
you Preach! 
Dr. Levister welcomes reader mail 
· concerning their body but regrets 
that he is not able to answer indi-
vidual letters. Your letters will be 
incorporated into the column as 
space permits. You may direct your 
letters to Dr. Levister in care of 
Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581, 
Riverside, CA 92502. For more 
information about your Black 
health visit African American 
Health Network at www.aahn.com. 
allowed to make risky decisions. 
Humans are incredibly brilliant peo-
ple and we need to bring that to the 
front." 
Another presenter was Dr. David 
Gaba, director of Patient Safety 
Center of Inquiry at Veterans 
Administration in Palo Alto and pro-
fessor in the Department of 
Anesthesia of Stanford University. 
According to Gaba, in the HRO 
theory, decentralized decision mak-
ing is needed to permit prompt and 
flexible field-level responses to sur-
prises. He believes that continuous 
training and simulations can create 
and maintain high-reliability opera-
tors. Also, trial and error learning 
from accidents can be effective and 
can be supplemented by anticipation 
and simulations. Gaba said that this 
is in contrast to the Nonnal Accident 
Theory where he believes denial of 
responsibility, faulty reporting, and 
reconstruction of history can 
. obstruct learning efforts. 
Gaba emphasizes that, according 
to the HRO theory, safety is the pri-
ority organizational oqjective. 
Among others giving presenta-
tions at the HRO Theory National 
Conference were Thomas Mercer, 
retired U.S. Navy Admiral; Captain 
Anthony Hare, retired Oakland 
police officer and former member of 
the Hostage Neiotiation Team; 
Kevin Brame, battalion chief for the 
Orange County Fire Authority; Joe 
Martin, battalion chief for the Los 
Angeles City Fire Department; 
Racquel Calderon, . director of 
Respiratory Services at Totally Kids 
Specialty Healthcare; James 
Holbrook, department head for the 
Crafton Hills College Emergency 
Medical Services Program; Karlene 
Roberts, Professor at Walter A. Haas 
School of Business, U.C. Berkeley; 
and Greg Bigley, assistant professor 
of Management at the University of 
Washington Business School. 
Conference coordinators were Dr. 
van Stralen, Gary Provansal, divi-
sion chief for the Training and 
Safety Division of the San 
Bernardino County Fire . 
Department; and Mat Fratus, divi-
sion chief for the San Bernardino 
City Fire Department. 
Sponsoring the conference were 
the Loma Linda University 
Department of Pediatrics, Totally 
Kids Specialty Healthcare in Loma 
Linda, Crafton Hills College, the 
San Bernardino County Fire 
Department, American Medical 
Response, the San Bernardino City 
Fire Del_)artment, and the Loma 
Linda University Department of 
Respiratory Services. 
For more information about 
HRO's, Totally Kids Healthcare 
designed and maintains the HRO 
website at: www.highreliability.org 
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. BEEN FAKED OUT BY 
FREE CHECKING? 
WE :-.CAN HELP 
T R U L Y F R E E C H E C K N G 
You may be'gercing duped and nor know it. A lot of banks claim 
to offer free checking, then nail you with monthly fees. But not I 
Washington Mutual's truly Free C hecking account. It has no I 
charge to talk co a teller or telephone banker, no monthly fee no 
I 
matter what your balance, no direct deposit requirement and no 
per-check charges. That's no hidden fees, period. Reject fakery. 
Go to any Washington Mutual Financial Center or call 
l-800-788-7000 and switch to truly Free Checking today. 
NO FEE TO TllK TD A TELLER 
OR TELENOIE IANIEII 
NO MONTILY FEE 
IO lllmR Will YOH IAWCE 
ND DIRECT IEPOSIT IEQUIIEMENT 
NO PER-CIECK CHIIIES 
VISA• CHECK CUI 
WITN ND AllNIAL FEE 
IJ Washington Mutual 
MORE HUMAN INTEREST;· 
w.unu.cotu 
FDIC lnsut<d 
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. . God's Womens Conference a Huge Success 
Charlyn Singleton delivers message to a packed audience of over 5,000 
The Black Voice News 
PALM DESERT 
Over 5,000 women attended the 
God's Women's Conference this 
year held at the Desert Man"iott in 
Palm Desert. 
Founded 22 years ago by 
Charlyn Singleton, first lady of 
Loveland Church in Rancho 
Cucumonga, the event is a high-
light of the Christian calendar in 
the Inland Empire. This year's pro-
gram included: Paula White, Dr. 
Yvonne Capehart, Beatrice 
Gardner, Darlene Bishop, and 
many others. 
her focus and taught her how to 
better.her prayer life. She said she 
wa_s able to meet neighbors and 
bond with other Christian women. 
" We hunger for more of God. We 
wanted to see God's Holy face and 
thirst for his word. I went one way 
and came back another. I learned 
we have to go to God in prayer 
boldly thanking hi_m for our bless-
ings even though it hasn't been 
manifested," said Johnson-
Jackson. 
Shirley Murdock 
Linda Johnson Jackson attended 
for the first time and said it gave 
She was excited about next 
year's conference which will take 
place in San Diego, at the Marriott 
Marina on August 25-28, 2004. 
For information call (909) 421-
2040. 
Pastor Chuck Singleton preaches as I-r Cotiel Palmer (Cherlyn's mom), 
Charlyn Singleton and Darlene Bish~p look on. 
Rainbow Community Praise Center lnt'I 
15854 Carter Street • Fontana, CA 92336 
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC@aol.com 
Mailing Address 
P.O. Box 1119, Fontana, CA92334 
· Services 
Bible School Sat. 9:30 am 
Children's Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am 
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11 :00 am 
Access the Spirit Radio Broadcast 
Sat. KPRO 1570AM @ 2:00 pm - Sun 
8:30 am 
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere 
ThOmas 
Senior Apostle 
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment 
Higher Ground Church 
& Ministries Int'l. 
4135 Chicago Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 848-0008 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 10:30 am 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :45 am 
Wed. Bible Study 5:30 am 
Fri. family Fun Night 5:30 pm 
Pastor Eldred M. 
Smith, Sr. 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon Street 
Rubidoux, CA 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Weekly Services 
9:15 am 
9:15 am 
Saturday Service Sabbath 
Early Morning Service 
Church Service 11 :OO am Marc K. Woodson 
Youth Special Service 4:30 pm Senior Pastor 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 
6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, 
CA 
(909) 359-0203 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School (all ages) 9:00 a.m. 
Christian Life Development (Adults only) 
Classes 9:00 a.m. 
Worship 10:00 a.m. 
Children's Church (Available) 
Tues. Bible Studies 11 :30 a.m. Pastor & Mrs. 
Thurs. Bible Studies , 7:00 p.m. Michael Edwards 
University Christian Church 
· 3600 University Ave. 
(Services at Bordwell 
Park/Stratton Center) 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 682-9960 
Weekly Services 
Church School 9:00 a.m. 
Pastor William & 
Jamellza Carter 
Worship 10:00 a.m. 
Uniting God's People 
Light of the World 
Church of God In 
Christ 
(909) 686-1757 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
YPWW 
Evening Worsh 
Monday-Friday 
Noonday Prayer 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
12:00 p.m. 
Pastor Elder Lawrence 
C. and Olivia Ash 
5595 Molino Way 
Riverside, CA 92509 
We Don't Do Church 
We Do Ministry 
Services 
Sunday, 8:00am Hour of Power 
Sunday 10:30am Worship/Celebration 
Tuesday 7:00pm Bible Study 
Thursday 11:00am Bible Study 
'REFORMA770N CHURCH 
Invites You to Worship God With Us at Sugar Hill 
School 24455 Old Country Rd., Moreno Valley on 
Sundays I 0:30a.rn. thru 12:30p.m. 
Pastor John W. Thomas & 
First Lady Evang. 'Erzel Thomas 
909680-2044 l, 
Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc. 
317 W. La Cadena Drive 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 683-2840 
Order ot' Services 
9:30 a.m. Sun. School 
11 :00 a.m. Sunday Service 
6:45 p.m. Wed. Bible Study 
7 - 8:00 p.m. Friday Prayer 
8 - 9:00 p.m. Fri. Sabbath Worship 
Pastor A.V. 
Johnson 
THE HARVEST MINisTRIES 
with 
Evangelist Bro. James Moore, 
Heard on 
KPRO Inspirational Radio 
1570 AM Daily 5:00 PM 
- - Cornmunily Services - -
Revivals • Guest Speaker 
Wedding • Christian Counseling 
Funerals • Veterans Service Bro. James Moore 
Call 909-943-2236 
Imani Temple Christian Fellowship 
510 West Monterey Ave. , Pomona, CA 91768 
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981 
E-Mail: Imanitc@gte.net 
Service Schedule 
Masterlife Institute Sunday 9:00 - 9:50 a.m. 
Worship SeNice Sunday 10:00 a.m. 
lmani Village 
Childrens Church Sunday 10 a.m. 
Man4mation/Women 
Seeking Christ Study Tuesday 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
~ 
Rev. Jelani Kafela 
Evangelist Beatrice Gardner 
1024 N. "G" Street • San Be 
(909) 381-2662 
Schedule of Worship Sen•ice 
Sunday School 9:30AM 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM 
Sunday Night Service 7:00PM 
Tuesday Nighl Pastoral Teaching-
Bible Study 8:00PM 
ThurMlay \Vomen\ Evag. Service 
Pr•yer 7;30PM 
Service 8:00PM 
LARRAINIA 
GOODLOE 
Evangelist • Motivational Speaker 
Singer• Songwriter • Composer 
19510 Van Buren Bl F-3 
#199 Ph: 909-318-6052 
909-653-0063 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Sadikiproduction@aol.com Fax: 
GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA VALLEY 
African Methodist Episcopal Church 
28073 Diaz Road, Suites J/K, Temecula, CA 92590 
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (9fl9) 506-2426 
Website: graceofte meculavallyamechurch.org 
Whose1•er will, let him come! 
"All are \Ve/come" 
Sunday School 
Sunday Worship Service 
Wednesday Night Live Bible Study 
9;()() a.Ill. 
10:30 a.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
OUR MISSION STATEME 'T: 
"To enjoy God together and slwre Him with 
Others" 
Straight From The Bible Ministries 
Pastor Andre & 
Glendalee 
Jackson 
A Ministry of Excellence 
Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am 
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am 
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm 
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7:15 pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm 
at the Faith Building 
24281 Postal Ave. , Ste. 110 
Moreno Valley • Ground Floor 
Children & Youths are Welcome 
For more Info call 909-420-4184 
Phillip & Denise Powell 
Senior Pastor & First Lady Life Church Of God In Christ The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
1808 Commercenter West. Suite D. San Bernardino, CA 92408 
909.890.1420 
IPlf'dSt" rill I( ! d1r0 ct1onc.1 
. West· Coast Faith Center International 
Where Ordinary People Lay Hold of Extraordinary Success 
Pastors Leland and 
Rhonda Wesson 
Wednesday Night Service at 7 :00 p.m. 
Miracle Friday Service 
Every Friday Night at 7:00 p.m . 
Sunday Services at 7:30 a.m. & 10:00 
a.m. 
The Wessons are ordained by Dr. Creflo 
Dollar. If you love World Changing you 
will love West Coast Faith Center. 
11285 S. State Street (Diamond 
Valley Shopping Center), Hemet 
For information call (909) 658-4680 
www.westcoastfaithcenter.org 
V 
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard ~Riverside.CA 92509 
Toll Free Mo. (877) 684-Life ~ Fax No. (909) 684-81 17 
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org 
''Celebrating 16 Years of Mini.ttr_v" 
Church Mono: TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD. 
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM GOD! 
Pastor Ron and Lavette 
Gibson 
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT~ Plan Now to Attend! 
8th ANNUAL KOINONIA CONFERENCE~ July 30, 31, and August I , 2003 at the 
Riverside Convention Center with Guest Speakers: Pastor PauJa White, Bishop Paul 
Morton, Dr. Frederick K. C. Price, Pastor Sheryl Brady. & More! 
Call to receive a brochure. 
SUNDAY 
WORSHIP SERVICES: Rom. 9:45am. 11 :3oam. 6pm 
CHILDREN'S CHURCH: 9:45AM. 
COOL CHURCH: 12 NOON Cukn Youth Church) 
SUPPORT GROUP: 4p11, 
WEDNESDAY 
BIBLE STUDY: 7:00pm 
(Cla.s~eh for all Ages) 
fRID.Al' 
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES: 7:30pm. 
(Every Isl and 3rd) 
LIFE C!-IRISTIAN ACADEMY (Prc,chool through 3rd Grade) - Call (909) 684-3639 to register and for more info. 
Our .. LIVING IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY"' u:lcvhion bruadi;:a"t uir,. v.ec:kly on DirecTV-The Word Networ~ PST 
every Sunday-2:'l0pni. :1nd Tuesday-2pm and on Tile Church Channel on Sa1urd1y m 6:30pm. 
A Chri~1-Cen1ered mini"trY 111 a contemporary ~ning with a cutting edge me,~age for all! 
Come to _Lifr - IT WILL CHANGE YOURS! 
presents 
Highway to Heaven Broadcast 
with 
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM 
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM 
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM 
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown 
Saturday, 11 PM · 12 Midnight, 
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM 
e-mail :· kproval@AOL.com 
Leroilacey@AOL.com 
(909) 688-1570 
' 
' . 
~ , 
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New Joy Baptist Church 
5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 779-0088 
Weekly Servic,es 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Workshop 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study 
9:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Rn / '1111/ \ . 
.\lu11ford. \I /)11 
St. Timothy Community Church 
3100 N. State Street/ PO Box 7067 
San Bernardino, CA 92510 
SERVICE TIMES 
Sunday School 9:00 am 
Morning Worship Service 10:30 am 
Bible Study 
Pastor Eullas J . & Wed. Night 7:00 pm 
Evang. Monica Bible Study Pastor's Teaching 
James 
St. John 14:6 "The way, the' truth, the life." 
Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C. 
Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson 
Administrator Hazel Anderson 
1518 Williams Street• Banning, CA 92220 
Weekly Services 
9:30 am Sunday School (1st Lady Teaches) 
Praise & Worship 
Evening Services 
11:00 am 
6:30 pm 
7:00 pm 
7:30 pm 
Wednesday Night Bible Study 
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night 
Every I st Sunday Communion after 11 :00 am service 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - IO am 
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsru 
Alpha & Associates Christiar.i Center 
Services inside Holiday Inn Select 
14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F , 
Moreno Valley, CA92553 l 
(909) 243-5147 
(909) 247-48TT-Fax 
Weekly Services 
SUNDAY 
Bible Study 9:45 am 
Worship Service 11:00 am 
WED. & THURS. 
7:00 pm 
Pastors Cranston C Anderson 
& Earnestine Poole-Anderson 
r.-------------------. 
I Good News Community Church 
Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship 
178 Iowa Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 780-4829 
Weekly Services 
Morning Worship 11 :30 am 
Bible Study (Tues.) 7:00 pm 
Pastor & Mrs. Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm Levonzo Gray, Sr. 
The House of God Which is the 
Church of the Living God, The Pillar 
and Ground of the Truth Without 
Controversy - Lake Elsinore 
Pastor Elder Arthur & Ruby Lewis, Ph.D.'s 
405 Ellis Street 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
(909) 283-1294 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 9:30 am Wed. Bible S tudy 7 :30 pm 
Morning Worship 11 :30 pm Fri. Night Tarry Svc. 7:30 pm 
St. Paul African Methodist 
Episcopal Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-1718 
Sunday 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 
8:00 am 
11:00 am 
9:30 am 
7:00 pm 
Rev. Anthony Hughes 
Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc. 
317 W. La Cadena Drive 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 683-2840 
Order of Services 
9:30 a.m. Sun. School 
11 :00 a.m.. Sunday Service 
6:45 p.m. Wed. Bible Study 
7 - 8:00 p.m. Friday Prayer 
8 - 9:00 p.m. Fri. ~abbath Worship 
Community Missionary Baptist Church 
939 Clay Street 
Redlands, CA 92373 
(909) 793-2380 
Worship Services 
Sunday 
7:30 a.m. 
11 :00 a .m. 
7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday 
Morning Services 
Morning Worship 
Evening Services 
7:30 p.m. Bible Classes 
"Receive Ye The 
Jesus Joy'' 
Rev. H. Hubbard, 
Pastor 
Bus Transportation is available 
Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 - Church 
(909) 874-5152 - Fax 
W~ekly Serv~ce 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am 
Youth Service 5:00 pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 
Bible Study & Prayer 
,5:00 pm Dr. Clyde and 
?:OO pm Barbara Casslmy 
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The Book of Acts 
7480 Sterling Avenue 
P.O. Box 22089 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
thebookofacts@earthlink.net 
Weekly Services 
Prayer Tuesday · 10:00 am 
5:30 pm 
10:00 am 
5:30 pm 
Thursday 
Friday 
Apostle Harvey Jones 
(909) 
Bible Study Wed. 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:45 am 
884-8241 Sunday Worship 11 :00 am T. V. Broadcast Sundays Ch. 49 01 5:00 pm 
Corona Community 
A.'.\I.E. Church 
Services held at 
2313 South Main Street 
Corona, CA 92882 
Sunday Worship 8:00 am 
(1/2 Block South of Ontario Ave.) 
(909) 864-1 I, 81 or 730=9325 
www.corol\~cpmarne.org 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00 pm 
location TBA 
The Rev. Noella Austin 
Buchanan 
Pastor 
Moreno Valley Mission CME Church 
10800 Hole Ave. Ste. 3&4 
Riverside, CA 92505 
(909) 812·3509 
Weekly Services 
Meeting Unity Christian Center 
12 pm Service 
2 pm Sunday School 
Rev. John Seniguar 
The Living Word Baptist Church 
9191 Colorado Ave., Riverside, CA 
(909) 788-9218 
"Hope For the Future - Help 
For Today" 
Weekly Services 
Sunday Worship 
Sermon Talk-Back 
Sunday School 
Wed. "Bible Alive" 
8:30 am 
10:15 am 
10:15 am 
7:00 pm 
' 
Pastor F.D. Bullock 
Allen Chapel African 
Methodist Episcoapl 
Church 
4009 Locust (at I 0th St.) 
Riverside, CA 9250 I 
(909) 686-0702 
www.allen-chapel-arne-riv.org 
Weekly Services 
Sunday Service, 11 :00 am 
Sunday School 9:30 am 
Reverends John and 
Shermella Egson 
Wednesday Bible Study 10:00 am 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 7:00 pm 
Trinity Baptist Church 
22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA 
(909) 656-401S 
''A church wbere everybody is · some-
body" 
Weekly Services 
Sun. School 9:45 am 
Sun. New Members' Class 9:45 am 
Worship Service Su n. 8:00 am 
Worship Service Sun. 11 : 15 am 
Prayer & Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:00 pm 
Bible Study 
Thursday 12 noon 
Bethel AME €hurch 
16262 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 l 
"A church where everybody is somebody" 
SUNDAY SERVICE-5 
Morning Service 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9 :45 a.111. 
Sunday Service I 0:45 a.m. 
Women In Prayer 
After Sunday Service 
PRAYER MEETING 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
BIBLE STUDY 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
, Rev. Morris 
Buchanan 
Walk With Jesus Cathedral 
"An Arena for the Miraculous'" 
820 Healing Waters Dr. 
Colton, CA 92324 
(909) 825-2258 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
Sunday School 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Eve. Worship 
Thursday Bibel Revival 
Daily "Morning Glory" 
8 :30 a.Ill. 
10:00a.m. 
6 :00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Prayer. Mon.-Fri . 10:00-12 noon 
KPRO RADIO J570AM - WED. 2:00 
Pastor Iris Hailu 
P.M. • SAT. 5:45 P.M. 
Quinn A.M.E. 
Church 
25400 Alessandro Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
(909) 485-6993 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Mid-day Bible Study. Tuesday 12 noon 
Mid-week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.111. 
New Century Baptist 
Church 
5413 34th Street 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 686-5171 
Pastor Najuma 
Smith 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 9:30 am 
Morning Worship 11 :00 am 
Wednesday 
Pastor Christopher W. & • 
Joyce McShan 
Midweek Meditation & Bible 
Study 7:15 pm 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502 
Oflire: (90CJ) 684-7532 • FAX: (90CJ) 684-1564 
www.secondbaptistriverside.org 
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net 
Sunday S~rvices 
Early Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Mid-Morning Worship 
Nursery Open 
Prayer Services 
Bible Study 
Wednesday Services 
"Second in Name, First in Love" 
7:30 am 
9:00 am 
10:15 am 
10:15 am 
7:00 pm 
7:45 pm 
Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II 
LITILE ZION MlssIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
2276 N. Medical Center Dr., San Bernardino, CA 92411 . 
,,,,-r::--.... (909) 887-2813 
SUN. WED. 
Holy of Holies Prayer Hour 9:00 a.m. Women's Ministry 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday Education 10:00 a.m. FIRST SAT. 
Morning Worship 11: 15 a.m. Men'.s Ministry 12:00 noon 
MON. 
Youth Ministry 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
TUES. Victor L. Mayo, Sr. 
"Let the Healing Begi11" School of Ministry 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. Senior Pastor 
CROSSWORD 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ 
remember the Cross ... focus on tqe WortJTM 
L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastorffeacher 
14950 Riverside Dr. 
March Air Reserve Base ' 
Riverside, CA 92518 
909/697 ~8803 • www.crosswordchurch.org 
Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.rn. Worship 10: 15 a.rn. 
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.rn.; Bible Study at 7:30 p.rn. 
CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ is a biblically-based 
church that is personal, practical and purposeful. L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor · 
& his wife, Karen J. Sykes. Teaching, preaching, ministering for life change 
CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE 
One Church ~ Two Locations 
"A Church in the Community for the Community" 
Sunday Praise Service 
Sunday @ 9:00 p.m. 
The Tabernacle 
1521 S. Riverside Ave. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-8676 
Radio Ministry 
Family Ministry Night 
Wednesday @ 7:00 p.m. 
The Tabernacle 
1521 S. Riverside Ave. 
Rialto, CA, 92376 
The Tent 
HatvestolP!aise 
KPRO 1570M'o 
&may O 7:00 PM 
W~06:00PM 
Craig W. Johnson, Th.D. 
Senior Pastor & Visionary 
2591 Rubidoux Blvd 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 369•8742 
New Beginnings 
Community Baptist 
Church 
5970 Limonite Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 682-4407 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 10:00 am 
Morning Worship 11:00 am 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting 
& Bible Study 7:00 pm 
James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Paator 
Albert RIiey, Assistant Pastor 
Amos Temple CME 
"The Healing Place" 
5860 Arlington Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE 
(909) 352-4538 - FAX 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11 :00 a.m. 
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 6 p.m. 
Thursday ', 12 noon 
Rev. & Mrs. Jullo 
A. AnduJo 
Showers of Blessings 
Sunday 
Sunday 
Wednesday 
Study 
9:40 am Sunday School 
11 :00 am Worship 
7:00 pm Prayer/Bible 
"Where the Power of God Is being 
manifested in the lives of the believ- Pastor Campbell and Sis. Shaun 
ers." 
Elder K.L. Campbell 
Pastor/Teacher 
Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC 
Highland Unity Church Ministries 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church i 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
New Vision~ Christian 
Community Church 
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB 
First Baptist Church of Perris 
Full Gospel Church of Love 
,. 
10758 G. Avenue, Suite C 
Hesperia, CA 92345 
(760) 244-2640 
5339 Mission Blvd. 
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
18991 Mariposa St. 
. I 910 Martin Luther King Blvd. 
18461 Mariposa Ave. 
1575 West 17th Street 
277 E. Fifth Street 
24050Theda 
' 
Tree of Life Tabernacle Church of 
God in Christ 
214 N. Palm Ave. , Room 101 
Rialto, CA 92376 
I 
(909) 874-5469 
TreeofLlfeCOGIC@aol.com 
Service Time Pastor Derrick E. Callicutt 
Founder 
Sunday Worship 11 :0 a.m. Mrs. LaNetta Callicutt 
First Ladr, 
SHEPHERD'S Gospel Time 
Sunday 12:30 - 1 :30 pm 
1570 AM 
for 
Advertisement call Dorothy Shepherd 
(909) 597-7134 
Helen Yuman 
Professional Singer/Soloist 
Specializing in 
W.eddings • Banquets • 
Religious Functions 
(909) 943-9328 
Fax (909) 657-1800 
Riverside, CA 92509 (909) 782-9904 
Riverside, CA 92509 (909) 222-2115 
Riverside, CA 92507 (909) 682-9810 
Riverside, CA 92508 (909)"780-2240 
Riverside, CA 92507 (909) 684-8782 
Riverside, CA 92508 (909) 687-7454 
San Bernardino, 924 IO (909) 887-2526 
Perris, CA 92570 (909) 657-3767 
Perri&; CA 92570 (909) 928-7720 
\i 
Helen Yuman 
Elder DeWayne Butler 
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr. 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor 
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell 
~. 
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"THE LINCOLN PREMIER EXPE-RIENCE" 
$3,5111 
FACTORY REBATE 
00% or a 
2003 Lincoln LS 80 Months On Approved Credit 
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000 
financed to qualffied buyers on approved tier 0, 1 
credit through Ford Motor CredH. 
MSRP ... ........ . ... . .... $39,995 
FACTORY REBATE . . . .... . . ... 3,000 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT , 2 7B5 
$34 21-0·1 · 
' VIN # 3ZJ39857 
1 at this price 
0,0% or 
All New 2003 Lincoln Aviator 10 Months On Approved Credit 
Ford 
Credit 
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 
1,000 financed to quatmed buyers on 
approved tier 0 , 1 credtt through Ford 
Motor Credit. 
Rebates and Discount on selected 
models. Rebates as low as 0.0% 
on selected models. Through Ford 
Motor Company. 
2003 MERCURY SABLE GS 
MSRP ................. , • , .$21,830 
FACTORY IIEBATE •• , •• , ••••• , .$3,000 
~~ ••• ,,.,, •• .$1.500 
Net Cost To You $17,330 
Up to 60 month 
$16.67 per 1, 
qual~ied buyers 
lier 0 , 1, credit 
Motor 
Ford 
Credit 
or0,0%APR 
°" Apprand Credll 
Up to 60 months financing al 
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to 
qualified buyers on approved 
tier 0, 1, credit through Ford 
Motor Credit. 
) 
511,999 
$24,999 
2003 Lincoln Navigator 
or O,D°10 
10 Montlll 
On Approved Credit 
Up to 60 months financing at $ 16.67 per 1, 
, financed to quallflfld buye,s on approved tier 
1 credit through Ford Motor Credit. 
MSRP .... .. ... .... .. . . ... $41,815 
FACTORY REBATE ... .. . .. .• . . 2,500 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT 2,500 
$36 815·00 
'VIN #4Y604418 
1 at this prtce 
2004 Lincoln Towncar Signature 
¾ 
LINCOLN 
AM ER C ;I\N LUXURY 
$9,999 
$14,999 
IFRIEIEWAY 1LXN<C01LN 
909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115 
www.freewaylm-vw.com 
2003 GRAND MARQUIS LS 
IISRP .•.. •••• .•..•....••. .$28,a 
FACTIIIIY IIEIATE •••••••••• , • .$3,IOO 
.EBEEWAYJ!IICll!IIII •••• , • , • • .StM 
•23,850 
or0.0%APR 
IIIIAIIIN'wed«:nllll 
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000 
fr,anced to qualified buyers on approved tier O. 
1. credn through Ford Motor Credit. 
2003 MERCURY 
MOUNTAINEER V& 
IISRP , ................ ... .$30,010 
NCTIIRY REWI , •• , •• , •• , •• .$3,000 
BIEEWAY...1!11!:!11111 • ' •• ' •• I I • ,SZ,290 
524,720 
or0.0% APR 
Up to 60 months financing at 
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to quali-
fied buyers on approved lier 0, 1, 
credit through Ford Motor CredH. 
$13,999 
s39,999 
PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL 
1Oo/o OFF 
ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE 
WffH COUPON 
Excludes sale items, cannot be combined 
with any other offer. Exp. 8-31-03 
. AUGUST SERVICE SPECIAL 
10% OFF 
ALL 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN AUGUST, 
APPLIES TO LINCOLN & MERCURY VEHI-
CLES ONLY, 
FREE WHEEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE 
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY UM DURING 
THE MONTH OF AUGUST 
.. 
. , 
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The Young And The Urban, Black America's Favorite Daytime Show, Three Decad·es and Going 
By John Gordon 
~C Staff Writer 
. upon stepping on the set, 
' I had an immediate 
· feeling of comfort, and 
recogrutton. With the exception 
of the cameras, directors, produc-
ers, and grips, I was at home, my 
"second home" of Genoa City, 
which I visit, Monday through 
Friday when I watch the Young 
and the Restless. This has been 
my 11 second home" every possi-
ble weekday morning for as long 
as I can remember. I know things 
about this show, which I now 
know, even some of the actors 
have no knowledge or memory 
of. You now know I am an expert, 
like no other of this show, its sto-
ry lines, and progression. 
This visit enabled me to obtain 
a knowledge of tli.is show that 
changed my thoughts and opin-
ions of Y and R, a change both 
good and bad. I was first intro-
duced to most of the African 
American cast, a total of seven 
main characters (a presence 
unseen on any other network). In 
addition, this strong seven is 
joined by an equally vibrant and 
powerful supporting· cast, both 
The Black Voict News 
ARA~ONTENT 
Can a bubble bath reduce your risk of heart dis-ease? Could a mani-
cure ease your asthma symptoms 
or a soothing massage prevent 
your next cold? Simple, stress-
reducing activitiell could have a 
positive impact on your health. 
Doctors have long known that 
stress plays a large role in the 
health and well being of all of 
us. Chronic stress, in particular, 
can have long-term effects on 
your health, contributing to 
everything from muscle aches 
and irritable bowel syndrome to 
,an increased risk of stroke and 
heart disease. "Women are par-
ticularly vulnerable to .stress-
related medical problems. We're 
taught at an early age to be care-
givers and ·nurturers, except we 
often forget to care for our-
selves," says Dianne 
Dunkelman, founder and presi-
dent of Speaking of Women's 
Jfealth. Speaking of Women's 
Health is a nonprofit organiza-
. tion dedicated to educating 
women to make informed deci-
sions about their health, well-
being, and personal safety. Wal-
Mart, one of. the organization's 
natio_nal sponsors, has placed 
Speaking of Women's Health 
information centers in all Wal-
Mart stores across the country. 
These information centers fea-
ture more than 20 free health and 
wellness brochures on topics 
such as nutrition; skin health, 
heart disease, osteoporosis, bal-
ancing career and family, colds 
and flu, and stress reduction. 
"Everyone has some stress in 
their- lives and some amount of 
stress is healthy," says 
Dunkelman. "It gets us up and 
out the door in ~e morning. 
What we want to help eliminate 
is the kind of stress that eats 
away at you over time. It comes 
from taking care of the needs of 
everyone else in your life, but 
ignoring your own." The foun-
dation for a less-stressful life has 
its roots in the basics of good 
health -- exercise regularly, eat a 
Victoria Rowell 
Black and White. On a daily 
basis, this taleqted ensemble, 
presents to their audience posi-
tive stories of Black love, suc-
cess, and offer a view· to young 
viewers, the visions of the possi-
bilities, so often unseen in day-
time and prime-time alike. 
With all of these positive 
African American screen images, 
you can imagine my surprise to 
find that there were very few 
African American employees 
behind the scenes ( with the 
exception of several young 
African American interns and a 
handful of grips, script techs, and 
Kristoff St. John 
a host of other similar positions). 
I was introduced to no one on this 
day, with a position of power or 
influence, meaning, no writers, 
producers, or directors, who were 
African American. For this rea-
son, I was not very surprised to 
learn from Victoria Rowell 
(Drucilla to the diehards) that she 
must make Drucilla a lot more 
"realistic." When asked if she 
considered herself a writer, she 
immediately denounced the title. 
I then say to Ms. Rowell, if the Y 
and R script was a record, as on 
records, if you add a riff, you get 
a writer credit. Ms. Rowell, you 
add the riff, the hook, and the 
background to the record of this 
script daily, and for that reason, 
accept the title of writer and own 
it, at least until someone who 
looks like you begins to write for 
you. 
The lack of African American 
writers and producers was a sub-
ject that was repeated several 
times during this visit. With all of 
the talent on the stage at that 
moment, it quickly became evi-
dent that their one desire was to 
have writers who were more "in 
tune." They desire storytellers 
who know and feel the plight as 
well as the accomplishmen.ts of 
their strengths and weaknesses. 
For that same reason, an African 
American writer, could very eas-
ily debate the start of obviously 
"doomed" relationships, (i.e., 
Neil and Victoria, Brad and 
Olivia, and of course, "the worse 
de la worse" John Abbot and 
Mamie Johnson). Hindsight 
should make it apparent that 
African American writers would 
have argued this coupling to the 
death. · 
With all the confusion (to me) 
of the African American cast, and 
what seemed to be the deliberate 
Pamper Yourself for Better Health 
healthy diet, and get enough 
sleep at night. In addition, elimi-
nate or reduce bad habits, such 
as smoking or overindulging in 
alcohol. Florence Henderson, 
national honorary chair of 
Speaking of Women's Health 
and co-host of Lifetime's 
"Speaking of Women's Health" 
television show that airs on 
Lifetime TV every Saturday 
morning at 11 :30 a.m. EST & 
PST, advises women to face 
their stressors head on. "If there 
are stressful factors in your life 
that you can change for the bet-
ter, then do it," says Henderson, 
star of stage, screen and televi-
sion, and everyone's favorite TV 
Mom. "It might mean making 
some tough ·decisions, but the 
reward is having more control 
over your emotions, your situa-
ti01::i, and your life." Henderson 
reminds us that many of us have 
things in our lives that we'd like 
to change, but for various rea-
sons, we can't. "This is where 
self-care comes in," she says. 
"You might not be able to 
change a difficult situation, but 
you can do some s~all things to 
take care of yourself. "We're 
talking about finding ways to 
celebrate life's simple pleasures 
on a regular basis -- every day if 
you can -- to help reduce your 
stress for better health." Here are 
some easy, inexpensive ways 
that Henderson and Dunkelman 
recommend to pamper yourself: 
• Treat yourself to some fresh • 
flowers. Keep them on your desk 
at work or on your nightstand at 
home. • Buy a new shade of lip-
stick. • Light candles in your 
house. Don' t save them just for 
special occasions. • Buy yourself 
one set of the most sumptuous 
bath towels you can find. 
There's nothing more luxurious 
than using a rich, thick towel 
after your morning shower, 
especially if you' re getting ready 
for a busy work day. • Schedule 
a "Me Day." Plan a day where 
you do some of the things you 
may dream about doing during 
your morning commute to work. 
Browse in an antique shop. Take 
a nap in your backyard ham-
mock. Catch an afternoo~ mati-
nee. • Go to a local department 
store and get a free makeover at 
the make-up counter. • Treat 
yourself to a natural body or 
facial scr;ub. Combine it with a 
scented bubble bath. • Take a 
walk. • Get a massage and a 
pedicure. When your feet feel 
good, you feel good all over. • 
Another stress relief is connect-
ing with a friend - take a walk 
together1 make an unscheduled 
p!ione call or send a letter or e-
mail just to chat. You might con-
sider helping a friend who is 
stressed by putting together a 
"pampering" gift basket. "One 
of our goals is to educate women 
about the effects of stress on 
their lives and to get them to 
start thinking about ways they 
can make changes -- even small 
changes -- to lead happier, less-
stressful lives," says 
Dunkelman. "And I'm including 
myself in that category! "It's like 
what the flight attendants say 
when they advise you to put on 
your emergency oxygen mask 
before helping others. You have 
to take care of yourself first, so 
you can be better prepared to 
lack of African American writers, 
I set off on a mission to speak 
with David Shaughnessy, the 
newly . crowned, Executive 
Producer. (William J. Bell, the 
creator and former Executive 
Producer has taken on the less 
active role of Senior Executive 
Producer). My goal wa.s to hear 
from "the boss" why this show, 
though· so popular, with African 
Americans had not one writer 
(besides Ms. Rowell) that repre-
sented in race and in writing, a 
vast majority of its viewers. I was 
expecting some well thought out 
and PC response from Mr. 
Shaughnessy, and to my great 
surprise, learned that he was a 
straight-shooting, aspiring actor, 
who simply uttered the most dull 
and consistently repeated com-
ment on the set, "If it's not broke, 
why fix it?" Why fix it? Fix it 
because your ratings, in your 
words, "are dwindling." Fix it if 
for no other reason than the fact 
that I want African American 
story lines to relate to me and to 
flow as smoothly as those of 
other characters. Fix it Mr. 
Shaughnessy, because although 
not broken now, eventually 
because • of all the character 
care for your family and 
friends," she adds. Speaking of 
Women's Health is supported on 
a national level by corporations 
and foundations including Wal-
Mart, P&G, Lifetime Television 
for Women, Guidant, American 
Greetings, Ensure, Women's 
Rogaine, Nicotrol, Kellogg's, 
Hanes Her Way, and Lean 
Cuisine. For more information 
about Speaking of Women's 
Health or for details on a confer-
ence near you, visit 
www. speakingofwomen -
shealth.com. 
growth, and family expansion, 
the "ethnically tunnel" writing 
style of the present team, will 
eventually just mimic that of 
other daytime shows. Y and R 
and its cast · deserves more. The 
devoted_ fans, of all races deserve 
more. 
Mr. Shaughnessy, I applaud 
your honesty, and the fact that 
you were so forward about an 
antiquated style of African 
American writing, however, you 
are in a great position to make 
this change, and I know you feel 
this is truly the right thing to do. 
If not simply to so~en the corners 
of your African American dialog, 
just do it to say you tried some-
thing new. As the need has pre-
sented itself, I would be happy to 
forward my resume, as you 
already know from our conversa-
tion, I got the Genoa City family 
tree and history down. 
With all of this new and pro-
found knowledge, I left the set 
with the comfort of knowing that 
my idea of a possible coupling of 
th~ "perfect" interracial pair was 
actually heard by the Executive 
Producer. But saply, the question 
that I know is lingering in the 
minds of Y and R fans across the 
nation and still remains unan-
swered. The coupling, is the idea 
of an affair between Mr. Billy 
Abbot (the princely son of John 
and Jill Abbot) and Lily Winters 
(the princess-like daughter of 
Neil Winters and Drucilla 
Barber-Winters), a match made 
in interracial heaven. The linger-
ing question is of course, "Who is 
Drucilla's baby's daddy?" Will 
we ever know? Probably not, but 
it sure is fun to speculate. And 
that is what I believe to be the 
true beauty of this serial, with all 
of it torylines and characters, 
there is a consistency that is 
unparallel and unsurpassed by 
any other show on any other net-
work. Happy 30th Birthday Y 
and R. 
ea Family 
Doesn't Mean You Have To Drive Like It! 
Call for your appointment today 
Willie Patterson 
909.347.3604 
Walters Auto Sales & Service, Inc. 
3213 Ada111s/A11to Center Dr. 
Riucrsidc, CA 92504 
• 
Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community 
ENTERTAINMENT 
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Lady of Soul Awards Soul Train Style 
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PASADENA 
Photos by Rattical Images/Robert Attical 
Vivica A. Fox 
Vivian Green 
3LW Bill Bellamy 
Mike Tyson 'fyrese 
Claudia Jordan Dorinda Clarke-Cole 
Kim Fields Holly Robinson-Peete Floetry 
INLAND EMPIRE DINING & ENTERTAINMENT --~I 
Subscribe 
ON-LINE & 
Save 
www.blackvoicenews.com 
www.downtownsupperclub.com *Wedding~ -
*Commerc1als 
*Gospel Singing · -You Buy 
We Fry 
Sunday 12-8 
Mon.-Thur. 11-9 
Fri.-Sat. 10-10 *Documentaries, Etc 
Video Services . 
Red Anchor Fish Market 
(909) 243-0443 
Special rates available eoly 
w·hilt booking space lasts! 
13373 Perris Blvd., Ste. E414 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
909-232-9602 
www .. zenopierremediaworks.com 
Mobile Catering 
3527 Main Street• Riverside Featuring the 
BEST Bar-8 --
Que, Creole and 
Cajun Food in 
the Inland 
Empire. 
(909) 782-8219 
Come meet Bobby and Evelyn Bratton! 
Open 7 Days 
Mon. thru Thurs. 11 am - g pm 
Fri. thru Sat. 11 am · 10 pm 
Sun. 11 am - 8 pm 
Gram's For Breakfast! 
to Yo.at 
- "7:Rl.4219 
- . ' . 
. . . 
· Make your next breakfast meeting 
special and worry free. Come, let 
us fix you a southern style break-
fast that will make you smile! 
• Grits • Salmon Croquets • Fresh 
Biscuits • Bacon • Eggs 
•Jambalaya• Seafood Shrtmp All d · h · I h ·t 1·t · I 
• Lunches • ButfBts • Weddings • Creole • Shrimp Etouffi • Gumbo . serve wit congema osp, a I y m an e egant atmos-
Blrtlldays •Dinners• l'lcnlcs • w/Rlce • Reel Snapper• catns11 • phere 
Annlwlrsarles • RBUnlons • Bus/11#1$$ Porfl Ribs • Beel Ribs • Hot Unlcs • 
Mlltlllngs • Church Functions Chitt8111ngs • All the Side Orders You . · ' 
can Imagine. Delldous Desserts As early as 5:30 am everyday, we will be ready to make 
Let us take the 
worry out of 
your next func-
tion! 
We can supply a 
banquet for 50-
5000 guests for 
any occasion. 
your group welcome! 
MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE FOR 
GROUPS FROM 20-50 PEOPLE 
Call for bookings and menu selection 
Advertise 
The Black Voice News 
909.682.6070 
CRESCENT 
CITY CREOLE 
RESTAURANT 
9395 Monte Vista Ave. 
Montclair, CA 91763 
19091 482-0566 
lMomclalrJ 
COME SEE OUR NEW MENU 
Appeffzerassortinent 
Choice of eight entrees and 
dessert 
Gospel Brunch Every 
Sunday 
Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
· Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Banquet facilities available for any occasion. 
·' 
Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community 
CALENDAR 
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AUGUST 
Aug. 14 through- Sept. 11, 
Every Thursday, there ~ill be an 
open casting call_ . in all age 
groups for the musical stage play 
"Heaven Bound." Bring bio and 
photo. Contact Sis. Yolanda at 
Complements Hair Studio to 
2388. 
Aug. 30, 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., 
Rally For Christ Ministries is 
hosting a "Back to School" event 
at Fontana High School Football 
Stadium. For more information 
. contact (909) 625-4417. 
•schedule an audition time at 
:(909) 885-5004. 
Aug. 30, 9:00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m., 
The Black History Committee of 
Riverside will host their 4th 
annual "Back-2-School for 
Literacy & Education" with a 
free Backpack giveaway at 
Castle Park. For more informa-
tion contact (909) 370-2805 . 
·Aug. 28, 8:00 p.m., Riverside 
'Reggae Fest featuring Jimmy 
Cliff in concert at the Riverside 
.Municipal Auditorium. For 
• more information contact (909) 
:788-3944. 
Aug . . 28, 4-6 p.m., The Perris 
Hill Senior Center will host an 
end of summer dance at 780 E. 
21st Street, San Bernardino. For 
SEPTEMBER 
'more information, · please call 
(909) 384-5436. 
Sept. 5-7, The African Village 
Weekend: Cultural & 
Performing Arts, Inc. and the 
Inland Valley News will present 
the 4th Annual African Village 
Weekend. For more information 
call (909) 392-6097. Aug. 28,• 5:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m, 
Inland Empire Summer Comedy 
• Jam featuring Michael Colyar 
will be held at the Riverside 
Municipal Auditorium. For 
more information contact (909) 
788-3944. 
Sept. 12, 10:00 a.m., The Perris 
Hill Senior Center will host its 
annual Mexican Independence 
Day Celebration at 780 E. 21st 
Street, San Bernardino. For 
more information call (909) 384-
5436. Aug. 30, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m., 
Chaffey College & Wignall 
: Museum will present Shaman's 
: Breath with an artist reception 
featuring Sandra Rowe at the 
Sept. 13, The Perris Hill Senior 
Center will host its annual fash-
ion show and luncheon at 780 E. 
21st Street, San Bernardino. For 
more information call (909) 384-
5436. 
· gallery located at 5885 Haven 
Avenue, Rancho Cucamonga. · 
For more information contact 
Rebecca Trawick at (909) 941-
i--
Gospel Showboat Set~ 
Sail August 30th 
• Life is too short not to experience thf wonders and pleasures of God's ere-
• ation. And, one of those wonders is found directly along the California coast-
line in Newport Beach. 
If you have always wanted to experience a cruise or see the sights of the 
Newport Beach harbor, then purchase your· tickets now for an August 30th 
voyage of the Gospel Showboat cruising the shores of Newport Beach. Enjoy 
dinner, meet new friends and be blessed by great gospel entertainment fea-
turing Sherri Bryant while sailing in a luxury yacht. Tickets are $50 per per-
son and space is limited. 
The Gospel Showboat will set sail promptly at 6:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. 
For more information or to purchase tickets, contact (909) 356-8437. · 
Dynamic and powerful are only two of the words that describe Sherri 
Bryant. A native of Florida, Bryant migrated to Southern California after 
graduating from Arizona State University in 1990'. She soon began attending 
a local fellowship where, for the next six. years she served in. the young adult 
ministry, choir, and discipleship training department. She later came to Faith 
1 Community Church in West Covina where she further honed her gift of lead-
' ership in the singles ministry as praise and worship leader and lending her 
insight through formal teaching for the group and through one-on-one rela-
tionships she cultivated. 
Now Bryant is currently serving faithfully in the Music Department as part 
of the choir and worship team, which allows her the opportunity to express 
herself musically. Her songwriting, vocal arranging and production gifts can 
be heard on her newly released CD "/ Found th.e One." 
Bryant speaks and sings with an intensity that flows from her own testimo-
ny and is fueled by her incessant he?ft after God. "IF ound the One," is a col-
lection of original songs that express Bryant's passion for God and commis-
sion to draw others into that same dynamic, life changing relationship. 
Sept. 20, 7:30 a.m., N.C.N.W. 
will preent the 9th Annual 
Charity Golf Tournament 
"Driving for a Cause" at the 
Green Tree Golf Course, 14144 
Green Tree Blvd., Victorville. 
For more information contact 
(760) 245-4860. 
· H&l's Armstrong Transmissions 
_"H&L has my car running like 
the energizer battery; it just 
keeps going and going and 
going 400,000 miles later!" 
- Marion Black, Vernon Company, Rialto, CA 
SERVICES 
Parents of children ages 0-5 can 
receive free parenting informa~ 
tion on topics including disci-
pline, nutrition, early reading 
and more. Provided by First 5 
California, the free brochures --
and free puppets -- are available 
at Friendship Community Youth 
Center, 25421 Spring St., in 
Perris, CA. For more informa-
tion call (909) 443-4404. 
Family Services Association of 
~ 
2001 Winner IPMA Anni l'or ~
r - - --~ - -- - -
H&L Au(rJ Repair 
Western Riverside County will 
provide reduced or no cost child-
care services in the Moreno 
Valley and surrounding areas. 
To receive an enrollment packet, 
please contact (909) _779-9784 or 
(909) 786-3623. 
-
- - _,.,- , 
'· Free BrakQ lnspeCtiOn· 
~ se on~Ohange Special '$13.9~ 
I 
I 
I 
, I 
I '$29.95 Premium Oil change 
I 
I 
I I ' ,,, ,, .. . · (A $f9.95 value) , , , , 
Tell them you saw it in 1,;, - ~ - - - :..: i - - - . -- - - ' :. - .:. - .~ .. 
The Black Voice 
Two Great Locations 
H&l's Armstrong Transmissions 
8651 lndlana Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
909-681-2821 
I 
f 
H&l Auto Repair 
3159 IOuk Lane 
Riverside, CA 92501 
909-684-0605 
r - - - - - - - · - - - - _ ,.. --.. - - -
I p f 2 H&Cs A(mstr~ng 1ran$mlssfifii' 
'1 
• ) Free Diagnosis . ($66.JJO Value') ~ 
1 
· 1,ansmlssion Servi, e sp,cial: i1Jcludes, ., 
1 
·.,. " pan gaskets up to 5 quarts of /aTF . ,, I 
~, (filter extra) ( an $80:oo valai)'"""" ] 
I · ··· ' . . I 
1 ,;. · •.  Axle$ most c~rs starting at $.75.95,<' ~ 
'B-·J m ;1:,:· .. . 
· 
1 
· Transmission Overhaul: starting at+$B95.0o ~ 
I 1' w/ 24,000. mile warranty: . . . ,. I 
I i&,000 warranty (ask for· details) · I 
.... - - +- - - ·- - - - - - ·· - - - - - .1· 
All promotions are subject to change at any time and if you do not have coupon present. 
. ' ' 
.. 
. 
I 
Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community 
BUSINESS 
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Congresswoman Waters: Security and Public Safety Must Come First at LAX 
Lawmaker'lntroduces Legislation to Prohibit Construction of a 
Remote Check-in Facility at Manchester Square Unless It Provides 
Increased Security, Public Safety 
The Black Voice News 
WASHINGTON, D.C 
lmrriediately prior to adjournment of Congress for the 
August recess, Rep. Maxine Waters (D-CA) introduced H.R. 
2985, a bill to prohibit construction of a new Ground 
Transportation Center (GTC), a remote passenger check-in 
facility at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), unless it 
has been determined that such a facility would improve the 
safety and security of the public. 
"The safety and security of LAX is an issue of tremen-
dous importance to me and the people I represent," said 
Congresswoman Waters. "I am deeply concerned that the 
proposed GTC at Manchester Square will actually make the 
airport less secure than it is now." 
Supporters of Los Angeles Mayor James Hahn's $9 .6 bil-
lion LAX modernization plan claim the proposed GTC will 
improve airport security and make LAX less vulnerable to 
terrorist attacks. However, a recent study by the RAND 
Corporation concluded that reconfiguring LAX will do noth-
ing to improve public safety; it will only relocate the target 
of an attack to the remote check-in facility. 
"According to the Rand Study, passengers and airport 
personnel would be more vulnerable to terrorist attacks 
because of t&e concentration of passengers at the GTC," • 
Waters explained. "Moreover, the study found that by con-
solidating passengers and vehicles at a check-in center a mile 
from the airport, the mayor's plan could greatly increl\se the 
number of casualties that result frem firearms or small 
bombs concealed in luggage if such attacks were to occur." 
Waters ' bill would prohibit the construction of the GTC 
Congresswoman Maxine Waters 
unless there is a deteqnination that such a remote check-in 
facility will, in fact, improve public safety and security. The 
bill would require a review of the proposed facility by the 
Department of Homeland Security prior to its construction. 
If the Secretary of Homeland Security determines that the 
facility will not protect the safety and security of air passen-
gers and the general public more effectively than the existing 
f;icilities at LAX, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
would not be allowed to approve its construction. 
"LAX is the third largest airport in the United States and 
a potential target for terrorists," said the Congresswoman. "I 
will not supgort llll LAX modernization project that compro-
mises public safety and security." 
On July 23, 2003, Congresswoman Waters sent letters to 
the Chairman and Ranking Member of the House 
Appropriations Committee to request that the 
Transportation-Treasury Apprnpriations Act for Fiscal Year 
2004 include a provision to condition the construction of the 
proposed remote passenger check-in facility on a security 
determination. On the same day, she sent letters to the 
Chairman and Ranking Member of the House Transportation 
Committee to request that the conference report for H.R. 
2115, the FAA Reauthorization Act, include a comparable 
~...,_r 
Modular Panel and Exhibit System Rentals 
8:xhibits Starting at $800.00 
Cost - effective solutions for Trade Shows, 
exhibitions, museums and Special Events. 
1131 Harris St. San Bernardino, Ca 92411 
Tel. 909. 499.1502 Fax. 909.888.8970 
Wedgywall® made in the USA by McKenzie Exhibits Intern11tional 
Gel Cinnec ed 10 Direct TJH National Institute Legal enter 
• Over 125 Channets of Real Digital Quality 
• Local Customer Service 
• Locally Owned & Operated! ' 
ALL FOR ONLY 
$38.99/MONTH 
Call X-Treme Satellite to Setup Your 
Installation Appointment · 
(909) 906-0206 
Hours 7 am - 7 pm 
DIRECTV. 
. 'Plete Collision Repair 
in Insurance Claims 
Low Cost Document Assistance 
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris and (All The Inland Empire) 
Attorney Assistance Available 
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available 
Affordable Assistance 
• Divorce $175-275 
• Child CustodyNisitation$200-300 
• Child Support $200-300 
• Legal Separations $175-275 
• Evictions $150-200 
• Adoptions $250-300 
• Living Trusts $300 
• Wills $200 
• QRDRO's $300 
• Incorporations $300 
• Name Change $200-300 
. Same Day Appointments Available 
Prices Low 
"NO SERVICE OVER $300" 
CALL TODAY Certified - Bonded 
State Registered 
Legal Document Assistance 
MEMBER OF INLAND 
EMPIRE LEGAL DOCU-
MENT ASSISTANTS ASSO-
. CIATION 
Moreno Valley . • 
[485-4571] 
• Bankruptcy $195 
• And More Oscar Snow, LOA Director 
24384 Sunnymead Blvd., 
Suite 203 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
9 am - 6 pm M-F 
Unlimited .Financial Solutions 
• 
100% Financing Purchases/Refinances 
Home lmpovement 
Debt Consolidation 
BK 13 Pay Off For Refinancir:ig 
No Income Documentation 
Fica's as low as 500 
"We open ,,,. door to 
your DnJllm Loan" 
Spiritual Advisor 
& 
Psychic Reader 
Free Crystal w~th each reading! 
909.924.9288 
Love 
Business 
Money 
Family 
Career 
13800 lleaeocli StrNt, Sulla D129 
.._ VallY, ca 112!153 
(o) 909.1124.54111 
(p) 909.92U4112 
~~:!'""~ '.'.:"":""?!'~----"""'.!--------'-·::::- -,........., ----.:-=--~~ ... -:.:: ... -.:;.:;_-.:;.:;-~~----.:;.:.:.::~ 
24871 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Have You Been Denied DISABIUTY or SSI Benefits? 
We can belp you Require disability cash benefits 
within 60-90 days or less! If you have applied 
or are thinking about applying for Social 
Security benefits, don' r go it alone! 
***FREE CASE ASSESSMENT BY PHONE*** 
CALL DISABILITY PARTNERS, LLC 
(626) 737-9706 ~ Toll Free (877) 207-4707 
Reed's Electric Service 
Hayward Reed Jr. 
Free Estimates 
Home Improvements 
& Repairs 
Electrical Contractor 
Lie. #805019 
Cell: (909) 334-4612 
Fax: (909) 776-2043 
Member of Better Bu! iness Bureau 
Le VIAS & ASSOCIATES 
300 Law Firms Working Together 
We will refer you to an attorney that special-
izes in whatever your legal needs might be. 
We are dedicated to helping the African-
American people 
A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047 
HOME LOANS 
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with Le Vias and Associates. We 
will refer you to a mortgage banker that specializes in your particu-
lar need: Refinancing, Home Loan, or Consolidation .. If you own a 
home, we will get you a loan! 1-800-500-7047 
LAW OFFICE OF 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
Taxes 
Bankruptcy 
Business Contracts 
Living Trusts & Wills 
Incorporations & Partnerships 
4136 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Richard Nevins 
(909) 686-5193 
THYMES & THYMES LEGAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
Specializing in Civil Rights Complaints 
2851 S. La Cadena Dr. Sp. 171A • Colton, California 92324 
909-824-2281 Fax 909-824-2281 • . 
Civil Com plaint in All Courts States and 
Federal Court 
Appeals Special Letters 
Research Case Restraining Order 
Bankruptcy Filing and Preparation 
BARBER CUTS BY 
Z,, 
ESSENCE HAIR SALON 
420 N. McKinley, Ste. 102 
Corona, Ca. 91719 
909.272.5765 
Mon-Fri 9-7 
Closed Tuesdays 
Sat: 7-7 
Sun: 7-1 909.934.1005' 
Naturally YOUl$·'BDlllique 
ByOlufemi 
'specializing 
• Sisterlocks ™/Brotherlocks ™ 
• Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.) 
• Locs/ Twists/Maintenance 
•Children Welcome 
(909) 825-9012 
e-mail: olufemi1@earthlink.net 
www.home.earthlink.neV-olufemi1 
Open: Mon.-Fri. 
Sun. by Appts. Only 
11 Colleecor'• Q11ller, 
• Dolls & Accessories 
• Collectibles • Gifts • Miniatrues 
• Home Decoration 
7he .,Souse of ,Your,9's 
22400 Barton Rd., #5 
Grand Terrace, CA 923 13 
Phone (909) 825-9600 
Fax (909) 825-9605 
provision. 
"Security must come first," Waters said. "I will continue 
to use every available opportunity provided by the leglslative 
process to ensure that this controversial LAX expansion 
project does not compromise the safety and security of LAX 
and the surrounding community." 
DOES YOUR 
STUDENT 
HAVE THE 
HOMEWORK 
BLUES? 
NEED PRIVATE TUTOR/NO 
BUT CAN'T AFFORD IT? 
' ExPERT ASSISTANCE WITH HOMEWORK AND 
SCHOOL PROJECTS 
' AFFORDABLE PRIVATE TUTORING IN THE 
BASICS: MATH, READING, COMPREHENSION 
AND PENMANSHIP 
' TRAINING IN COMPUTER BASICS 
' DEVELOPMENT OF GOOD STUDY HABITS 
' A RELAXED , HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH 
EACH STUDENT PROGRESSES AT THEIR OWN 
PACE 
THE CLUBHOUSE 
(909) 7 36-2 I 05 
CORONACLUBl-!OUSE@AOL. COM 
Consumers 1st Financial 
Home Loan Specialist 
Purchase Or Refinance Now! 
Easy Qualifier, Credit 
problems Ok. No 
Income 
Documentation OK. 
Debt Consolidation. 
Joyce Saunders 
Se Habla Espanol 
Call Now! 
(909) 924-9330' 
12981 Perris Blvd. Ste 107 
Moreno Valley CA, 92553 
Licensed By The Dept. Of Corporations Under the Calif. 
r-:,iortgage ACT. Equal Housing lender Calif. Dept Of 
Corporations License CFL. 
Lie# 6038731 
Choco{ate Creations 
Personalized Candy Bars for All 
· Birth Holiday~ Occasions 
Grand Operungs Announcements 
Weddings 
Bridal or Baby 
Showers . 
Graduations 
School or Church 
Fundraisers 
Cfieru6s 
-:N-
Cfioco(ates 
231 E. Alessandro Blvd. #A-107 
Riverside, CA 92508 
1 (888) 344-8211 
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com 
909.623.1517 Lets take your skin care to the 
License No. Z40248 next level! 
HEAD 
2i! 
MARY KAYt 
~lih!:f Croon 
i~ INuty Coo~ 
~ rl09l SJ'6-Sffl 
t:~,t ~ ~\.(Dllll 
www ~y Jl'.om'«gr~ 
(909) 737-5533 
BOOTH AVAILABLE 
Beauty Parlor 
And Supply 
A Full Service Salon 
Specializing in 
Braids Color 
Weaves Fusions 
Cuts Up-Do's 
3940 California Ave. Suite D • Norco, CA 92860 
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SCE Says St~y Cool and Healthy on Hot Summer Days 
The Black Voice News 
ROSEMEAD 
Warning that prolonged periods of excessive heat 
can jeopardize your health and life, Southern 
California Edison (SCE) is reminding customers to 
take extra precautions to avoid heat-reiated hazards 
when temperatures rise. 
"Customers shouldn't put themselves at risk for 
heat stroke because of concerns over high electric-
ity bills," said Suzanne Middelburg SCE's manager 
of consumer affairs. "We have a variety of special 
rate programs for qualified customers that can help 
them manage their electric bills while remaining 
comfortable on hot summer days." 
Income-qualified reside_ntial customers can apply 
for California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE), 
which offers a 20% discount on electric bills. SCE's 
Medical Baseline program offers additional dis-
counts to customers with qualifying medical condi-
tions and to those who use electric medical support 
equipment. · 
To avoid heat stroke, SCE offers the following 
hot-weather safety tips: 
view us online 
The Black Voice News 
www.blackvoicenews.'com· 
Co,nfa enu,;2t~ 
Hair Studio 
The Trend Setters of HAIRl!l 
Silky flat ircns !short & sassy Kutz• up doo's• 
Quick weaves• braids* unique Ponytails 
Barber on boafd 
-Currently seeking hair stylists, 
barbers, and manicurists. 
All inquirers please call 
909-885-5004 at the 
San Bernardino location. 
Training and apprentership available! 
A salon where JESUS lives! 
Mediea1 Bcnifits I 
Available 
... ..t, ... 
. ~ ~~ 
-~~- Booth rental special ! <~. 
t.,<:- 1645 N. MT VERNON "'1.t. "'(') 
;._~ ~t, SAN BERNARDINO, CA 924, I ~ ~(2 
, i:.,'r.~ 909-855-5004 'ii'~~~--~~ 4.~ 15700 VIL.I.AGE DR. SUITE "C" Cl ¢ 
~• ~ V!CTORV!l.U:. CA 9:239;2 ~ 
760-2Jl,5-01 8 l 
ctrw- ~ ~ w- lf«a,f; 
1~aa-· Ht,Q.H, Ut, ~ fiJa-! 
To order call: 
909-820-9 70 7 
or www.DesignsbyDon.com 
Ron's Lawn Service 
909/872-2354 
free estimates 
HANDYMAN 
lmpire Inc. 
Mr. Handyman 
Plumbing • Electrical 
Carpentry • Drywall 
Laodlord Min. Contracts Welcome 
(; IU;ll'T$M'-N 
&MJt.1.1.. "f'O M f::)1Ullot Jo:8S 30 Years Experience 
HOM( R(J'Altlti • . 
• $29.00 - $499,00 
fittli!IOOU.lkO 
Mr. Joe 
U.L.C. Promotion 909/377-3986 
~ 
• The severity of heat disorders tends to increase 
with age-heat cramps in a 17-year-old may be heat 
exhaustion in someone who is 40, and a potential-
ly lethal heat stroke in a person over 60. 
• Elderly persons, small children, invalids and 
those on certain medications are particularly sus-
ceptible to hot temperatures and heat stroke. 
• Strenuous activities should be reduced, elimi-
nated or rescheduled for the coolest part of the day. 
• Dress in lightweight, light-colored clothing 
since it reflects heat and sunlight, and helps our 
body maintain normal temperature. 
• Drink plenty of water or other non-alcoholic 
fluids. ,. 
• ·Spend time in an air-conditioned building or 
home to reduce the risk of heat stroke. 
* 403B, Annuities, and Life 
* Auto & Homeowners Insurance 
Billy Mitchell, LurcF 
Email your quote request! ~ 
Fax: 909-785-1371 • Email: bmjmmm@cs.com Y 
909-785-1351 Horace Mann P.duated Plnandal Solu1ions 
A Lawyer Who CARES! 
Carl S. Kandel, 
Criminal Attorney 
expert, handled 
over 150 Murder 
Cases and 
numerous Death 
Penalty Cases 
with no client 
ever receiving the 
death penalty. 
Misdemeaners Juvenile Cases 
• Traffic Violations • Civil as well as Criminal law 
• Theft • and more ... 
Law Offices of Kandel & Lopez 
Call for your FREE consultation over the phone! 
Phone: 909-889-8436 
MISCELLANEOUS 
General Contractor, 18 Years Experience, 
Master in Homes & Apartment Repair 
• Plumbing • Painting 
• Carpentry • Door & Window 
• Drywall Installation 
We Install Bathtubs and Showers! 
Lic. #521797 
Bonded 
Tel./Fax 
(909) 467-0999 
Full Value Paid for Real Estate 
T&S Investments 
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours 
Toyin Dawodu 
22365 Barton Rd. #205 
Grand Terrace, CA 92313 
(909) 681 -8840 
Fax: (909) 681-8397 
toyin@zxmail.com 
$$$$ EARN EXTRA CASH ! ! ! ! 
BE A PLASMA DONOR 
HELP END THE 
BLOOD SHORT-
AGE DONATE 
YOUR PLASMA 
785 N. La Cadena Drive. 
Colton, CA 92324 
(909) 422-1370 
You must be: 
18-65 years old in good 
health Weigh 110 lbs or 
more 
Bring a valid photo ID and 
Social Security Card 
Bring in this ad and 
receive a $5 bonus on your 
first plasma donation. 
ED THE HANDYMAN 
All Types of Home Repairs 
Over 50 yrs. Experience 
Well Known 
Up to $500 labor 
Ask for Ed 
909/242-9176 
~ 
For more information on CARE, Medical 
Baseline or hot-weather safety tips, please visit 
http://www.sce.com/warm. 
An Edison International (NYSE:EIX) company, 
Southern California Edison is one of the nation's 
~ )~ fl.N'/fl Tl?.lBl ,TE 
j~UNERAL SERVICES & CREMATION 
Simple Adult Cremation 
$400 
Funeral Service 
w/ Viewing 
$1500· 
Minimum Metal Casket Included 
•Prices start at 
Specialty Funeral 
Packages 
Services, Merchandise, & Casket Choices 
Very in each package. Casket Included. 
$2500 
$3500 
$4500 
$5500 
(909) 883-5288 
824 E. Highland Avenue 
San Bernardino, CA 
MEDICAL 
No Fa111ify Turned Aw'!)' 
Serving all Faiths 
Cus/0111 Cburrh/ Gra,~side 
Services 
Ov,r 1 S Years Experien<e 
Free Services for I nfanls, Call 
For Info 
Fan,i!J Oumed' Over 40 Years 
TravtlArea 100 Milts 
In Hollie Consultation 
Lowest Cask.el Prices Available 
,_ 
Where 
Every . 
Detail 
Coun/J 
(909) 341-8930 
FAX .(909) 341-8932 
Samuel E . Dey, Jr. , 
M.D . 
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry 
General & Geriatric Psychiatry 
Member Black Psychiatrists of America 
Office Hours 
By Appointment 
REAL ESTATE 
6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170 
Riverside, CA 92506 
~ WMtlC 
~ . • R E SUL TS 
~ Alex Hartley 
~• REALTOR® 
PROFESSIONAL REAL ESTATE 
SERVICES 
23580 Sunnymead Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Office: (909) 247-2213 
Fax: (909) 247-0873 
1 
TEER ONE PROPERTIES 
3978 Brockton·Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Mike Teer 
· Broker/Notary Public 
Office:(909) 784-1342 
Fax: (909) 784-6712 
E-mail: teer)@sbcglobal.net 
Website: miketeer.corn 
largest electric utilities, serving a population of 
more than 12 million via 4.5 million customer 
accounts in a 50,000-square-rnile service area with- , 
in central, coastal and Southern California. 
WHY BUY 
RETAIL WHEN 
YOU CAN 
BUY FLEET! 
°" mpprlM!d ~it.. 
W illie M it chell 
-
✓credit Unions 
Welcome! 
✓first Time 
Buyer? 
✓'Credit 
Problems? 
Let me Help! 
Call m e Anytime! : 
(909) 825-1212 cell(909) 553-2261 
-
Qntu" Charles A. Christian 
. ~ 21. REALTOR® 
Executive 
7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200 
Fontana, California 92336 
Business (909) 349-1122 
Fax (909) 349-2306 
E-Mail cchristian@c21Executive.net 
Web Site c2lexecutive.net 
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated 
VP VINCENT PROPERTIES 
Real Estate Investments 
Traveling Notary Services 
Office 909-486-9168 
Cell: 909-283-8592 
Email: -,properties@adelphia.net 
Dwight D. Pledger 
REALTOR® GRl 
Real Estate Professional 
E-mail: dwightpledger@aol.com 
Prudential 
California Realty 
Moreno Valley, CA 
Clarence E, Vincent 
Broker/Notary Public 
Dir 909 328-4155 Pgr 909 872-4959 
"You Can Trust Me To Work Hard For You!" 
An indepedently owned and operated member of The Prudential Real Estate Affiliates. Inc. 
Tillman Riverside Mortuary 
BURIAL INSURANCE 
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS 
HABLAMOS ESPANOL 
VETERANS BENEFITS 
A. Leon Tillman 
President - CEO 
Emb. Lie #6496 
FD. Lie #253 
287 4 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628 
Riverside, California 
(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682-6437 · 
(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863 
Over 20 Years Experience 
License #FD757 
... 
The Black Voice News 
JOB CONNECTION 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
1.800.864.0092 
JOB HOTLINE 
CIRCLELIFE 
4711 Holt St., • Montclair, CA 91763 
909.970.1374 • Fax 909.447.1297 
Economic Workshop 
Ways to earn big money 
Business Hours 10-7 daily 
Contact Billy 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
Postal Positions 
Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. requried. 
Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing informa-
tion call 
(630) 393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm 7 days 
Multicultural Salon is looking to fill 6 stations with 
hairstylist.barbers, and braiders. Booth rental starts @ 
$60.00 - $80.00 a week. First Month Free for renters 
only. Call Laynelte @ (909) 830-7844 
Attn: Riverside Postal positions. Clerks/carri• 
ers/sorters. No exp. required. Benefits. For 
exam, salary, and testing information call (630) 
393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm 7 days 
MUST SELL 
New toddler bed w/crib mattress (pine wood) 
like new. $150.00 Great starter bed for tod• 
dlers. Call 496.6340 
Models Wanted 
For free hair locking services males and females 
call Lee for Detail Please only very serious 
Callers (760) 342-8768. 
"I hcive been successful for 20 years" 
"I have earned $200,000 a year for 20 years" 
"I have been STUPID for 20 years" 
Call 888-711 -3489 (24 hr recording) 
HOMES FOR SALE 
Best Buy Hotllst 
reveals 10 best buys 
in your specific price 
range. Free re-corded 
message. 1-877-680-
8068 ID# 1040. 
Community Real 
Estate 
First Time Buyers 
Why rent when you can 
own? Free list of homes 
available with no money 
down.under $1, 100/mnth. 
1-877-680-8068 10#1051 
Community Real Estate 
List your home 
for sale 
NO MONEY DOWN· 
Free list of properties 
available with no 
down payment. Free 
recorded message 1 • 
877-680 - 8068 
ID#1043. Community 
Real Estate 
11 Costly 
Home Inspection 
Pitfalls 
FREI; Report reveals 
what you need to 
know 
BEFORE 
you list your home for 
sale 
FREE recorded mes-
sage 
1-877-680-8068 
ID# 1003 · 
Community Real Estate 
LEGALS 
The following pe1S011(s) is (are) 
dong business as: 
BANDIT ENTERTAINMENT 
12675 Crossmont Pl. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Yusef Blackbum (NMN) 
12675 Crossmont Pl. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
This business Is conducted by a 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the llctl-
tioos name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the infonnatlon 
In this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf. Yusef Blackbum 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltse~ authortze the use n 
this state of a ficWous business 
name ,n violat,on of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 7128/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE:': This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Cler1<. A 
new Fciitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed belore 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not Itself authorize the 
use ln this state of a Fld:iUous 
Business Name in violatbn of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et seq,, 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2003-07789 
p. 7/31, 817, 8/14, &"21 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
WEST COAST CLEANING 
SERVICES 
16556 Seattle Slew Drive 
Moreno Valo,y, CA 92551 
P.o. Box 6177 
Riverside, CA92518 
Jason Leonard Lytle 
16556 Seattle Slew Drive 
Moreno va1-,y, CA 92551 
Laverne Brown (NM~) 
16556 Seattle Stew Orive 
Moreno va11ey. CA 92551 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tbus name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Jason Lytle 
The filing of this statement does 
rot ol itse~ authorize the use i1 
this state of a foctltious business 
name in violation of the riglts of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
ol Riverside on 7/18/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
com>et copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE; This fictnious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date tt was filed in 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new Foctttious Business Name· 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not ltsett authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of aroV,Sr under fader· 
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1< 
FILE NO. A-2003-07502 
p. 7/31, 8/7, 8/14, 8121 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CIRCLE CITY CHRISTIAN 
CENTER, A WORSHIP & 
WOAD CHRISTIAN CHURCH 
23217 Ctaystone Ave. 
Corona, CA 92883 
P.O. Box 693 
Tustin, CA 92781 
Kir1<1and ShekJon Bailey 
23217 Ctaystone Ave. 
Corona, CA 92883 
This business is conducted by a 
Individual. 
Registrant has rot yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed aboVe. 
I declare that all the intormation 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant Who declares 
as true, infoonatk>n which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Kir1<land S. Bailey 
The filing of this ,statement does 
not of nsell authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
ano\her under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 7/14/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct COf11 of the original state· 
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clark. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing ol this state-
ment does not nsett authorize the 
use in this state cl a Fictitious 
Business Name In violation of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
, Business and Professions 
Coda). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. A-2003-07319 
p. 7/31, 817, 8/14, 8121 
The fofloWilg person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
PRIDE AND JOY LANDSCAP· 
ING 
t 4300 Homestead Dr. 
Morano Valley, CA 92553 
Ere Lawrence Copeland 
14300 Homestead Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business Is conducted by a 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed aboVe 
on 05/05/03. 
I declare that all the nformation 
n this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
a~ true, nformatlon which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Ere Copeland 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltsett authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name i1 violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 7/25/ro. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a 
correct copy of the original stat&-
mant on fio, in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date n was filed In 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictitious Busness Name 
Statement must be filed belore 
that time. The firing o1 this state-
ment does no1 i1sell authorize the 
use n this state oi a FICtitious 
Business Name in ~lion of 
the rigltsof anolherunderfeder-
al. state or common law (See 
Section t4411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1< 
FILE NO. A-2003-07729 
p. 7/31 , 817, 8114, 8/21 
The folowing pe1S011(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
BUCKINGHAM & ASSOC!• 
ATES 
3765 Jurupa Ave., Ste. L 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Joseph Oludele Ogunrinu 
11380 Gramercy Pl. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business Is conducted by a 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed aboVe. 
I declare that all the Information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true. infonnation which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Joseph Oludele Ogunrinu 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use n 
this state of a ficOOous business 
name i1 violation ol the lights ol 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of RivB<Slde on 7/24/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is e 
correct copy of the orfginal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires f1Ve 
years from the date ~ was filed in 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new FIClitlous Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize the 
use i1 this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name n violation o1 
the riglts ol anolher under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Olen< 
FILE NO. A-2003-07693 
p. 7/31, 817, 8/t 4, 8121 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
LATc DELIVERY REFUNDS 
13812 Hollywood Avenue 
Corona, CA 92880 
Regina Marie Brooks 
13812 Hollywood Avenue 
Corona, CA 92880 
This business is conducted by e 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed aboVe. 
I declare that al the information 
in this statement Is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant Who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Regina Marie Brooks 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itsett author1Ze the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under f-ral, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed wnh the County 
of Riverside on 7/21/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed i1 
the Qff,oo of the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that ti'ne. The filing of this state-
ment does not ilsett authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under feeler'. 
al. state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. A·2003-07503 
p. 7/31 . 817. 8/1 4, 8/21 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MOTHERS HELPERS SVC. 
23585 Breezy Meadow Dr. 
Moreno valley. CA 92503 
Cessly Monique Bartlett 
23585 Breezy Meadows Dr. 
Moreno valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted by a 
Individual. . 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed aboVe. 
I declare that all the infonnation 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant 1MiO declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Cessly Bartlett 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 7/18/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the origjnal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date n was lied in 
the Office of the County Clerf<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that ti'ne. The filing of this stat&-
ment does not itsett authorize the 
use in this state of a Foctitlous 
Business Name In violation ol 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et seq,. 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2003-07501 
p. 7/31, 817, 8114, 8121 
The foflowlng person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
NURTURING TOUCH DAY 
SPA 
NURTURING TOUCH 
NURTURING TOUCH MAS-
SAGE 
NURTURING TOUCH SPORTS 
MASSAGE 
28270 Marcalope Lane 
Menttee, CA 92584 
Treva Rose Smith 
28270 Marcalope Lane 
Men~ee. CA 92584 
This business is oondt£ted by a 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act busiless under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on 1999. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community 
LEGALS/ CLAS~IFIEIS 
she knows to be false is gulty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Treva A. Smith 
The filing of lhis statement does 
no1 of l!Sel authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
comnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed With lhe County 
ol Riverside on 7/1 MX3. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the origilal state-
ment on file n my offioe. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed n 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new FIClitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The fifilg of this state-
ment does not - authorize the 
use i1 this state of a Foctmus 
Business Name n violation of 
the rights of anottier lllder feder-
al, state or comnon law (See 
Section 14411, Et seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1< 
FILE NO. A-2003-07486 
p. 7/31 , 817, 8/14, 8121 
The fofloWing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Dfl LEASING 
2727 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
David Leslie Hubbard 
3526 Nelson Street 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Ron Ere Wiklund 
2325 Rio Vefde Drive 
West Covina, CA 91791 
This business is cooducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business l6lder the ficti-
tious name(s) listed aboVe. 
I declare that all the Information 
n this staterrent is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant v.tlo declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be lalse is guilty of 
acrtme.) 
sf.David L. Hubbard, General 
Partner 
The filing of this statement does 
not of l!Sett authorize the use n 
this state ol a fictitious business 
name n violation ol the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&poode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 7125/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my offioe, 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was flied in 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new FICtitious Business Name 
Statemenl must be filed before 
that time. The filing o/ this state-
ment does not itself 8IJthorize the 
use In this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name In violation of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO. County Cieri< 
FILE NO. A-2003-07733 
p. 7/31, 817, 8114, 8121 
The following person(s) is (are) 
. doing business as: 
DIVERSE FINANCIAL SER• 
VICES 
11475 Magnolia Ave. #549 
Riverside. CA 92505 
Tashana Michelle Matta 
11475 Magnolia Ave. #549 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business Is conducted by a 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed aboVe. 
I declare that all the information 
in this staterrent is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information whi::h he or 
she knows to be false is guilty ol 
a crime.) 
sf.Tashana M. Matta 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ilseH authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 7/09/03. 
I hereby· certify that this copy is a 
correct COfll o1 the origina state-
ment on file in my off,ce, 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement e~ires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office ol the County Cler1<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation ol 
the rights of another underleder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et seq .. 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO. County Cieri< 
FILE NO. A-2003-07170 
p. 7/31, 8/7, 8114, 8121 
SUMMONS 
CASE NO. RIC 371511 
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: 
Christy Ann Kowaleski, and 
Does 1 to 25, inclusive 
YOU ARE BEING SUED BY 
PLAINTIFF: Sergio Gutierrez, 
Marco Antonio Gutierrez 
You have 30 Calendar Days 
after this summons is served on 
you to file a typewritten response 
at this court. A letter or phone 
call will not protect you; your 
typewr'ltten response must be in 
proper legal form ff you want the 
cou~ to hear your case. tt you do 
not file your response on time, 
you may lose the case, and your 
wages, money and proper1y may 
be taken without further warning 
from the court. 
There are other legal require-
ments. You may want to can an 
attorney light away. H you do not 
know an attorney, you may call 
an attorney .referral service or a 
legal aid office (listed in the 
phone book). 
Despues de que le entreguen 
asta cltacion judicial usted tiene 
un plazo de 30 Dias Calendarios 
para presentar una respuesta 
escrita a maquina en esta corte. 
Una carta o una Hamada telefon-
ica no le ofrecera protecclon; su 
respuesta escrita a maquina 
tlene que cumpllr con las fonnat-
idades legales apropladas si 
usted quiere que la corte 
escuche su caso. SI usted no 
presenta su respuesta a tiempo, 
puede perder el caso, y le 
pueden quita su salario, su 
dinero y otras cosas de su 
propiedad sin aviso adicional por 
pane de la corte. Existen otros 
requisitos legales. Puede que 
usted quiera lamar a un aboga-
do immediatamente. Si no 
conoce a un abogado, puede Ila-· 
mar a un selVicio de referenc:ia 
de allogados o a una ofici1a de 
ayuda legal (vas el directorio 
telefonico). 
The name and address of the 
court is: Superior Court of the 
State of California, 4050 Main 
Street, Riverside, CalWomia 
Page B-6 
92501-3700, Riverside Court. 
The name, address, and tele-
phone number of plaintiff's attor-
ney, or plaintiff without an attor-
ney, is: Joseph G. Cavalo, Esq. 
Lew Offices of Joseph G. 
Cavallo, 319 E. 17th Street, 
S8cOnd Floor, Santa Ana, 
California 92706 
Date: Feb 'Zl, 2002 
Cler1<, by D D MatheWs, Deputy 
p. 7/31 . 817. 8114, &'21 
The totfowing person(s) is (are) ' 
doing business as: 
ALPHA LEAANNG CENTERS 
5053 LaMart Drive, Slite 102 
Riverside, CA 92507 
23110 Atlantic Circle, Suite D 
Mor8nO VBlley, CA 92553 
Alpha Treatment Centers Corp. 
23110Attantic Circle, Suite D 
Morano Valfey. CA92553 
FED TAX ID# 33-0233533 CALI· 
FORNIA 
This business is cooducted by a 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(S) fisted above. 
I dedare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, infocmatlon which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Lisa Hammons, Chief 
Financial Officer 
LLCIAll 1293337 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltsell authorize the use i1 
this state of a fictitious business 
name n \lfoiation of the riglts ol 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the Co\.Oty 
oi Riverside on 8/01/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on fife In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement e~pires five 
years from the date It was filed n 
the Offloe of the County Clerf<. A 
new Flctftious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that tlme. The filing ol lhis state-
ment does not itself authorize the 
use i1 this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name fl violation of 
the rights ol another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. A-2003-07974 
_p. 817, 8114, &"21 , 8128 
The fottowfng person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
QUALITY SIGNS 
1617 University Ave. #8 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Raj Desai (NMN) 
24879 &n,yrnead Blvd. 
Morano VBlley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by a 
lndMduaf. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on 7/15/03. 
I declare that all the nformation 
In this statemMt is true and cor-
rect. (A regis1rant who decia<es 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Raj Desai 
The filing of thla statement does 
not of ltsett author1Ze the use tn 
this state of a fictitious business 
name n \lfoiatlon of 11111 rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement fled with the Cou1ty 
ol Riverside on 7/30/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was flied in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The fiing of this state-
ment does not ltsett authorize the 
use In this state of a FIClitlous 
Business Name In violation ol 
the rights of another under feder-
al. state or common law (See • 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY l . ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. A-2003-07902 
p. 817; 8/14, 8121, 8128 
NOTICE OF AMENDED 
PETITION TO ADMINISTER 
ESTATc OF MARY 
VERONCA JOt1NSON 
RIP081353 
c. L. Farrell (SBN 132882) Law 
Office of C,L. Farrel, P.O. Box 
1470, Redlands, CA 92373 
Attorney for Petflioner E. Martin 
Blumentlal , 
Superior Court of Calfornia, 
County of Riverside, 4050 Main 
Street. Riverside. CA 92501 , 
Riverside Judicial District 
Estate of: Mary Veronica 
Johnson, also known as Mary V. 
Johnson, Decedent 
Notice of Amended petition to 
administer estate of Mary 
Veronlea JohnSOn, also knOwn 
as Mary V. Johnson 
To afl heirs, beneficiaries, creci-
tors, contingent creditors, and 
persons who may othelWise be 
nterested i1 the will or estate, or 
both, of Mary Veronica Johnson, 
also known as Mary V. Johnson. 
an amended petition for probate 
has been filed by E. Martin 
Blumenthal in the Superior Court 
of Calfomia, County of 
Riverside. The amended pet;. 
lion for probate requests that E. 
Martin Blumenthal be appointed 
as personal representative to 
administer the estate of the 
decedent. 
The Petition requests the dece-
dent's wilt and codicils, W any, be 
aanitted to probate. The will and 
any codicis are available for 
examination In the file kept by 
the court. 
The Petition requests a~ to 
ad-nilister the estate under the 
Independent Administration of 
Estates Act. (Tllis authority wiH 
aflow the personal representa-
tive to take many actions without 
obtailing court approval. Before 
taking certan very Important 
actions, however, the personal 
representative will be required to 
give notice to interested persons 
unless they have waived notice 
or oonsenfed to the proposed 
action.) The independent 
acrninislration authority will be 
granted unless an Interested per-
son files an objection to the peti-
tion and shows good cause why 
the court should not grant the 
authority. 
A Hewing on the petition will be 
held oo 914/03 at 8:30 am. Dept. 
1 at 4050 Man Street, Riverside, 
CA9250t . • 
K you object to the granting of the 
petftion, you should appear at 
the hearing and state your~ 
lions or file written objections 
with the court before the hear1ng. 
Your appearance may be in per-
son or by your attorney. 
K you are a creditor or a contin-
gent a-editor of the deceased, 
you must file your ctaim with the 
court and mail a copy to the per-
sonal representative appointed 
by the court wthn four months 
from the date ol first issuan0e of 
letters as provided i1 Probate 
Code section 9100. The time for 
filing claims wiN not expire before 
four months . from the '-ring 
date noticed above. 
You may examine the file kept by 
the court. tt you are a person 
nt&nlSled n the estate, you may 
file with the court a Aeql.18$ for 
Special Notlce (form DE-154) of 
the filing of an inventory and 
appraisal of estate assets or of 
any petition or aocot.nt as pro-
vided n Probate Code section 
1250. A Request for Special 
Notice form is avaltable from the 
court clerk. 
Attorney tor petnloner: C.L. 
Farrell, P.O. Box 1470, 
Redlands, CA 92373 
s/ ... C. L. FarreH 
p. 811, 8114, 8121, 8128 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
GIFT THERAPY US.A. WRAP 
FUSION INTERNATIONAL 
2245 Treehouse Lane, 112 
Corona, CA 92879 
Rolando AdVincuia Encarnacion 
2245 Treehouse Lane. 112 
Corona, CA 92879 
Shiney Lanada Encarnacion 
2245 Treehouse Lene, 112 
Corona, CA 92879 
This business Is conducted by a 
Individual · Husband & Wtte. 
Registrant has not yel begun to 
transact business under the focti-
tlous name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who ~ 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Rolando A. Encarnacion 
sf.Shirley L. Encarnacion 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itseK authorize- the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the riglts of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 7/07/03. · 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct COfYf of the original state-
ment on file i1 my office. 
NOTICE: This 1icttlous business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date l was filed in 
the Office of the Cou1ty Cler1<. A 
new FIClitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The lliing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize the 
use n this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name n violation of 
the rights ol another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2003-07047 
p. 8/7, 8114, 8121, 8128 
The foffowlng person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
SANTOYO'$ CLEANING 
14791 Van Gogh Ave. 
IVorenO Valley, CA 92553 
Leticia Santoyo (NMN) 
23983 Bay Ave. m 
IVorenO \/aley, CA 92553 
Eda Santoyo (NMN) 
14791 Vang Gogh Ave, 
Moreno Valley, CA92553 
This business is condt.cted by a 
General Partne'3hi:>. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fict!. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that al the Information 
i1 this statement is true Md cor-
rect. (A raglstrant who declares 
as true. information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
actlnle.) 
s/.Eda Santoyo 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal. stale, or 
comnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
StatemMt filed with the County 
of Riverside on 7/31/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy °' the original slate-
ment on file n my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name stetement expires five 
years from the date It was flied in 
the Office of the County Cterl<. A 
new Ffctltious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of lhis state-
ment does not ltsett authorize the 
• use In this state of a FiciitiouS 
Business Name in violatlon of 
the r1glts of another under feder• 
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et seq., 
Business and Profesalons 
Code). 
GARY L ORSO, County Cle«1< 
FILE NO. A-2003-07935 
p. 8/7, 8114. 8/21 , 8128 
The fottowlng person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
LAKESHORE VILLAGE 
CLEANERS 
23579 Sunnymead Ranch Pky 
#118 
IVorenO valley, CA92557 
Sang Mn Kim 
3735 Cotevitle Crete 
Corona. CA 92881 
Sany Jung Kim 
3735 Cotevitle Gide 
Corona, CA 92881 
This business is corwcted by 
lndiYiduaJ . Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fict!. 
tious name(s) isted above. 
I declare that all the lnfo!malfon 
in this staleffWII Is true and CO,• 
rect. (A registrant who dectares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false Is gully of 
a ctlnle.) 
s/.Sang Mn Kim 
The filng of lhis statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious busi1ess 
name In violation c:I the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
comnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) . 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8/01/03. 
I hereby certify that this COfYf is a 
oom,ct copy of the original stat&-
ment on file n my office. 
NOTICE: This flcliliouS business 
name statement expires f,ve 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Cfer1<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be flied · before 
that time. The filing c:I this state-
ment does not itseK authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Busness Name n violalion of 
the rigrts of another under 1-f. 
al, state or comrron law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerx 
FILE NO. R-2003-07984 
p, 817, 8114, 8121, 8128 
AMENDED 
The fofloWing person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
MEXICO BY THE TRUCK· 
LOAO 
68-956 Perez Road, Suite L 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
Mexico by the Truckload. Inc. 
45-480 Cota Way 
Indian Wells, CA 92210 
CALIFORNIA #2295298 
This business Is conducted by a 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fic-
titious name(s) listed aboVe. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statemerrt Is true and cor-
San Bernardino International Airport Authority 
Notice Inviting Bids 
EDA AWARD PROJECT NO. 07-49-05304 
Phase I 
Install Fire Suppression Underground Piping System 
Hangar Nos. 695 and 795 
Prospective bidders are hereby notified that San Bernardino International 
Airport Authority will receive sealed bid proposals for. installing Fire 
Suppression Underground Piping System to Hangar Nos. 695 and 795. 
Such proposals will be received until 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, September 25, 
2003 at Owner's Office, Clerk of the Board, at which time said bids will be 
publicly opened and read. 
A MANDATORY pre-bid me~ting for prospective bidders and their major 
sub-contractors will be held at 294 S. Leland Norton Way, Suite 1, San 
Bernardino, California, at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, September 9, 2003. 
Contract Documents may be obtained from Owner,s Office, 294 S. Leland 
Norton Way, 'Suite 1, San Bernardino, California 92408, upon payment of 
twenty-five dollars ($25) nonrefundable fee. Make all checks payable to 
"San Bernardino International Airport Authority." 
Project consists of the installation of a new underground fire protection pip-
ing system from the e~isting pump station to Hangar Nos. 695 and 795. This · 
includes, but is not limited to, cutting into and connecting to existing 24 inch 
underground Fire Protection pipeline, saw cutting concrete airport taxiway, 
digging trench for new 16 and 20 inch ductile iron pipe, hauling away excess 
material to predetermined site, installing piping in trench including proper 
thrust blocks, proper re-compaction of soil, testing including hydro and 
flush, and replacing concrete airport taxiway. For questions regarding this 
project, contact Richard Rodarte at (909) 382-4100, x-241 . 
The SBIAA reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids and to waive 
any informalities or irregularities in any bid. Award of contract is subject to 
US Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration 
approval. 
Richard Joseph Rodarte, (512) 577-7356 
p. 8128, 9/4 
rect. (A. registrant who declares 
as true, nfonnation which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
aaime.) 
sf.Trig C. Magelssen, V.P. 
LLC/AI# 2295298 . 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itseK authorize the use n 
this state of a ficttlous business 
name i1 violation of the rights of 
another under federal. state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement flied with the County 
of Riverside on Ml5.00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date l was filed in 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictitious Busness Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this stat&-
ment does not itself authorize the 
use i1 this state ol a Fditious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of anottier under feeler· 
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 1·2003-01062 
p. 7/3, 7/10, 7/17, 7124, 817, 
8/14, B/21, 8/28 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ERRANDS UNLIMITED 
41477 Avenida De La Reyna 
Temecula, CA 92592 
P.O. Box 892314 
Temecula, CA 92589 
Tammy Vasquez-Hancock 
28726 Ballestros Road 
Mi.meta, CA 92562 
Margaret Celeste Priest 
41477 Avenlda De La Reyna 
Temecula, CA 92592 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun lo 
transact business under the fie-
Woos name(s) listed above. 
I declare that al the information 
In this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant v.tlo declares 
as true, nforrnation which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Tammy Vasquez-Hancock 
The filing of this statement does 
not ol itself authorize the use n 
thls state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the r1g1ts of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. 
b&poode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8/04/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a 
correct copy o/ the original state-
ment on file n my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed n 
the Offloe of the County Clerf<. A 
Thursday, August 28, 2003' 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement muS1 be flied belore 
that time. The filing of this stat&-
ment does not l!SeK authorize the 
use i1 this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violatlon of 
the rights ol another under--
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 . Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Coda). 
GARY L ORSO. County Cieri< 
FILE NO. A-2003-08056 
p. 8114, 8121 , 8128, 9/4 
The fottowlng person(s) is (ere) 
doing business as: 
SIMONE'S UNIFORMS 
16059 Abeduf St. 
Moreno Yalley, CA 92551 
Derick Sherard WIison 
16059 Abedut St. 
Moreno valley, CA 92551 
Latonia Yvette Wilson 
16059Abedut St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
This business is oonduded by 
Individual • Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fic-
titious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
In this statement Is true and cor• 
reel. (A registrant who declares 
as true, lnfonnation which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Derfck S. Wilson, Latonia Y. 
WIison 
The filing of this statement does 
not of 11ser authorize the use n 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation oi the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
comnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 811 MJ3. 
I hereby certly that this copy is a 
correct copy ol the original state-
merrt on file i1 my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires flYe 
years from the date It was filed n 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Flclltious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing o/ this state-
ment does not lsell authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Busi1ess Name i1 violation of 
the rights of anolher l6lder fader. 
al, state or comnon law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. A-2003-08305 
p. 8114, 8121, 8128, 9/4 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
ENZO'S RISTORANTE 
254 N. Palm Canyon Drive 
Palm Spmgs, CA 92262 
Vincenzo Antonio Romeo 
1609 Ameila Way 
Palm Spmgs, CA 92262 
Patrice Ann Romeo 
1609Ameiia Way 
Pam Springs, CA 92262 
This business is cooducted by 
Individual • Husband & Wife. • 
Registrant commenced to tran&-
act business under the fictitilus 
business name(s) listed aboVe 
00 8/5/03. 
I declare that al the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Patrice A. Rome 
The filing ol this statement does 
not ol hsett authorize the use i1 
this state rl a fictitious business 
name in violation ·ot the rights of 
anolher under federal, state, or 
· common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
ol Riverside on 8/05/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
merrt on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed i1 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new FIClitlous Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not ltselt authorize the 
use In this state ol a Flctftious 
Business Name i1 violation of 
the lights of another under feder· 
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
ALE N0. 1-2003-02168 
p. 8/14, 8121 . 8128, 9/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing busines'.s as: 
HUNTER REALTY 
2361 Prospect Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Teresa Watkins Hunter 
2361 Prospect Avenue 
Rfver.;ide, CA 92507 
This business is cooducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans• 
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on August 21, 1998. 
I declare that all the Information 
In this statement Is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant 1MiO declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be falsa is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Teresa W. Hunter 
The fling of this statement does 
not of ltselt authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in -lion of the rights of 
anottler under federal. state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8/06/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a 
San Bernardino International Airport Authority 
Notice Inviting Bids 
Roof Repair Project - Bldg 795 and Terminal Bulldlng 
Prospective bidders are hereby notified that San Bernardino International 
Airport Authority will receive sealed bid proposals for Roof Repair Project -
Bldg 795 and Terminal Building. Such proposals will be received until 2.00 
P.M. on Thursday, September 18, 2003 at Owner's Office, Clerk of the 
Board, at which time said bids will be publicly opened and read. 
A MANDATORY pre-bid meeting for prospective bidders and their majo 
sub-contractors will be held at 294 S. Leland Norton Way, Suite 1, San 
Bernardino, California, at 1 :00 P.M. on Tuesday, September 2, 2003. 
Contract Documents may be obtained from Owner, 294 S. Leland Norton 
Way, Suite 1, San Bernardino, California 92408, upon payment of a one 
hundred dollars ($100) nonrefundable fee. Make all checks payable to "San 
Bernardino International Airport Authority." 
Each proposal must be accompanied by a certified or cashier's check or bid 
bond for 1 o percent of maximum amount(s) bid, or equivalent substitution in 
lieu of a bond as authorized by Civil Code Section 995.710. Said check 
shall be made payable to San Bernardino International Airport Authority and 
when delivered with a proposal, shall constitute a guaranty that bidder will, 
if an award is made to him in accordance with the terms of said bidder's pro-
posals: execute a contract on the Owner's standard form, together with 
Labor Code Certification thereon: furnish contract performance and pay-
ment bonds with a corporate surety or sureties satisfactory to the Owner, or 
equivalent substitution in lieu of bonds, each for not less than 100 percent 
of total bid price; furnish certificates of insurance evidencing that all insur-
ance coverage required by the contract has been secured. 
Owner has obtained from the Director of the Department of Industrial 
Relations the general prevailing rate of per diem wages and the general 
prevailing rate for holiday and overtime worl<. Said rates are on file at the 
Airport Administration office and they will be made available to any interest-
ed party upon request. Each contractor to whom a contract is awarded 
must pay the prevailing rates and post copies thereof at the job site. Owner 
reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, to waive any irregularity 
or to award the contract to other than the lowest bidder. Bidder may not 
withdraw his/her bid for 30 days after bid opening. 
Contractor is advised that he/she may, at his/her· sole cost and expense, 
substitute securities equivalent to any monies withheld by the Owner to 
insure performance under the contract. Such securities shall be deposited 
with the Agency or with a State or Federally Chartered Bank as escrow 
agent who shall pay such monies to the Contractor upon satisfactory com-
pletion of the contract. The Contractor shall be the beneficial owner of any 
securities substituted for monies withheld and shall receive any interest 
thereon. Securities eligible for investment under this section shall include 
those listed in Government Code Sec. 16430 or bank or savings and loan 
certificates of deposit. 
The proposed contract is under and subject to Executive Order 11246, as 
amended, of September 24, 1965, and to the Equal Employment 
Opportunity (EEO) and the Federal Labor Provisions. ' 
Each bidder must complete, sign and furnish, with completed bid docu-
ments, the "Bidder's Statement on previous contracts subject to the EEO 
clause", a "Certification of Nonsegregated Facilities", and the Assurance of 
Minority Business Enterprise Participation" as contained in the Bid 
Documents. 
A contractor having 50 or more employees and his subcontractors having , 
50 or more employees and who may be awarded a contract of $50,000 or 
more will be required to maintain an affirmative action program, the stan-
dards for which are contained in the specifications. 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBEs) as defined in 49 CFR Part 23 
shall have the maximum opportunity to participate in the performance of 
contracts financed in whole or in part with Federal funds under this agree-
ment. Consequently, the DBE requirements of 49 CFR Part 23 apply to this 
agreement. 
All solicitations, contracts, and subcontracts resulting from projects funded 
under the AIP must contain the foreign trade restriction required by 40 CFR 
Part 30, Denial of Public Works Contracts to Suppliers of Goods and 
Services of Countries That Deny Procurement Market Access to U.S. 
Contractors. 
' The Aviation Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1990 provides that pref-
erence be given to steel and mar,ufactured products produced in the United 
States when funds are expended pursuant to a grant issued under the 
Airport Improvement Program. 
Prior to the award of this contract, the contractor must file a Compliance 
Report (SF 100), if the contractor has not submitted a complete and accu-
rate Compliance Report within 12 months preceding the date of award. 
p, 8/21, 8128 
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correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office c:J the ~unty Clerk. A 
new FlctiUous Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
~that time. The filing ef this state-
ment does nO! ~~ autrorlze the 
use n this state of a Fictttious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08115 
p. 8114, 8121, 8128, 9/4 
The foiowng person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
4 COVENANT KIDS 
20850 Hillsdale Road 
Riverside, CA 9'2508 
Ursula Francia Gainer 
20850 Hillsdale Road 
Riverside, CA 9'2508 
This buwess is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yfl. begun to 
transact business under the fc-
titlous name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
., this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant wro declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Ursula F. Gainer 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious bus,rless 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8/07/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct oopy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed In 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not ltse~ authorize the 
use n tl'is state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08226 
p. 8114, 8/21, 8128. 914 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SHERAID PRODUCTS 
23985 Eucalyptus Ave. #1 
Moreno Valley, CA 9'2553 
ShenyZiadeh 
23985 Eucalyptus Ave. #1 
Moreno Valley, CA 9'2553 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
bansact business under the fie. 
tltlous narne(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant wro doclares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Sheny Ziadeh 
The filing of this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcocle) • 
Statement filed wnh the County 
or Riverside on 7/18/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my offce. 
NOTICE: This fctitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date n was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictttious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The fNlng of this state-
ment does not nse~ authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name "' violation of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cleo< 
FILE NO. R-2003-07499 
p. 8114, 8121 , 8128, 9/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ANTONIO'S PIZZA HOUSE 
AND RESTAURANT 
414855 E. Florida Ave. 
Hemet, CA 92544 
Michael Wahib Tadros 
20810 Brana Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to lrans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed aboVe 
on 5/31/2003. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, informattOfl whal he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Michael Tadros 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltse~ authorize the use n 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8/06/03. 
I hereby certify thal this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fctttious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed n 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not nseW authorize the 
use in this state of a Fctltious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under feder• 
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08150 
p. 8114, 8121 , 8128,_ 9/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
FIVEPAGE.COM 
27 40 Genuine Risi< 
Perris, CA 92571 
1930 WesJ. College Ave. #82 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
Matthew Glayson Hopkinson 
1930 West College Ave. #82 
San Bernardino, CA 9'2407 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fc-
tltlous name(s) listed above. 
I doclare that all the information 
in this statement Is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, lnfonration which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Matlhew Hopkinson 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use tn 
this state of a fictitious buSness 
name in ll'olation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8106/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
conect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date n was filed in 
the Ofiice of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not 1tsen authorize the 
use in this state of a Flciitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08139 
p. 8114, 8121, 8/28, 914 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
HOOPOLOGY 10N1 
2910 Canyon Crest Dr. #6 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Jason Alexander Perkins 
2910 Canyon Crest Or. #6 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business t.nder the fictitious 
business narne(s) listed above 
on October 2002. 
I declare that all the informatJon 
in this statement is true and cor• 
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/ .Jason A. Perkins 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itseH authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious busfiess 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8/07/03. 
I hereby certify that this oopy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my offce. 
NOTICE: This fictnlous business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date tt was filed in 
the Ofiice of the County Clerk. A 
new Fctltious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filng of this state-
ment does not lselt authorize the 
use in this state of a Ftctijious 
Business Name in violaUon of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08194 
p. 8114, 8121, 8128, 9/4 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE , 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME 
CASE NO. RIC 396909 
To all interested Persons: 
Petttloner Lisa Hom filed a peti· 
lion with this court for a decree 
changng names as follows: 
Brett D. Minor to Brett D. Horn. 
The court orders that aH persons 
interested in this matter shall 
appear before this court at the 
hearing indicated below to show 
cause, tt any, why the petttion for 
change of name should not be 
granted. Date: Sept. 9. 2003 
nme 8:30 a m., Dept. 3. The 
address of the court is: Super1or 
Court of Cal~omia, County of 
Riverside, 4050 Main Street., 
Riverside, CA 92502-0431 . A 
copy of this Order to Show 
Cause hsall be pub6shed at least 
once each week for four succes-
sive weeks prior to the date set 
for hearing on the petnion in the 
following newspaper of general 
circulation, printed in this county 
Blad< Voice. • 
Date: July 30, 2003. 
E. Michael Kaiser, Judge to the 
Superior Court 
p. 8114, 8121, 8/28, 9/4 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF 
KIMBERLY A. FAUST 
RIP 084618 
Walter T. IVoore 
Hartnev, Horspoot I! Fox 
A Professional Corporation 
257'frl Redlands Boulevard 
Redlands, CA 92373-8453 
Attorney for Jerry Faust 
Superior Court of Calttomla, 
County of Riverside, 4050 Main 
Street, Riverside, CA 92501, 
Riverside Judicial District 
Estate ot Kimberly A. Faust ak 
Kimberly Ann Faust aka 
Kimberly faust, Decedent 
Notice of petition to administer 
estate of Kimberly A. Faust 
To al heirs, beneficiaries, credi-
, tors, contingent creditors, and 
persons who may otherwise be 
interested in the will or estate. or 
both, of Kimberly A. Faust aka 
Kimberly Ann Faust aka 
Kimberly Faust. a petition for 
probate has been filed by Jeny 
Faust n the Superior Court of 
Calfomia, County of Riverside. 
The petnion for probate requests 
that Jeny Faust be appointed as 
personal representative to 
admlijster the estate of the 
decedent. 
The Petttion requests authority to 
administer the estate under the 
Independent Administration of 
Estates Act. (This authority will 
allow the personal representa· 
live to take many actions without 
obtaining court approval. Before 
taking certain very important 
actions, however, the personal 
representative will be required to 
give nO!ice to interested persons 
unless they have waived notice 
or consented to the proposed 
action.) The independent 
administration authority will be 
granted uiless an interested per-
son files an objectlon to the peti-
tion and shows good cause why 
the court shouid not grant the 
authority. 
A Hearing on the pelttion will be 
held on 9/18/03 at 9:00 a.m. 
Dept. 1 at 4050 Main Street, 
Riverside, CA 92501 . 
II you object to the granting of the 
petition, you should appear at 
the hearing and state your objec-
tions or file writteo objections 
with the court before the hearing. 
Your appearance may be in per-
son or by your attorney. 
If you ara a crednor or a contin-
gent creditor of the deceased, 
you must file your claim with the 
court and mai a copy to the per-
sonal representative appointed 
by the court withn four months 
from the date of first issuance of 
letters as provided in Probate 
Code section 9100. The time tor 
fling claims will not expire before 
four months from the hearing 
date noticed above. 
Vou may examine the file kept by 
the court. If you are a person 
interested in the estate. you may 
file with the court a Request for 
Speclal Notice (form OE-154) of 
the filing of an inventory and 
appraisal of estate assets or of 
any petttion or account as pro-
vided in Probate Code section 
1250 A Request for Special 
Notice form Is available from the 
court clerk. 
Attorney for petnloner: Walter T. 
Moore, 25757 Redlands Bl., 
Redlands, CA 92373 
s/ .. Walter T Moore 
p. 8/14, 8121, 8128, !¥4 
FIIEWAY 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
VIDEO SHORES 
11 a15 Pigeon Pass Plaza #8-1 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Jong Hai<Bae 
1449 Bookman Ave. 
Walnut, CA 91789 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business urder the fie. 
tnious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor• 
reel. (A registrant who declares 
as true, infonnation which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Jong Hak Bae 
The ming of this statement does 
not of ~II authorize the use n 
this stats of a fictnlous business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Rivarsideon.8111/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fctttlous business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date n was filed n 
the Ofiice of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictttious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not ttself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in voooon of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08322 
AMENDED 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing buwess as: 
EL GAVILAN MOBILE DETAIL-
ING 
39837 Cote D'Azure 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Vanessa Navejar Ugalde 
39837 Cote D'Azure 
Murrieta, CA 9'2563 
Jaime Ugalde-N,eves 
39837 Cote D'Azure 
Murrieta, CA 9'2563 
This business is conducted by 
Individual - Husband & W~e. 
Regisbant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed aboVe 
on 7/19/2003. 
I declare that all the Information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant wro declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl. Vanessa Ugalde 
The filing of this statement does 
not of nself authorize the use in 
this state of a fctttious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed wtth the County 
of Riverside on 7/00/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Ofiice of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not ltsett aUthon.ze the 
use In this state of a Fctitlous 
Business Name in vK>lation of 
the ,tghts of another under feder• 
al. state or common law (See 
Drivers 
2003 Volkswagen Golf GLS 
MSRP ... . .. .. ...... . .... . $1B,970 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT .. $800 
NET COST TO YOU! 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-06025 
p. 7/17, 7/24, 7/31 , 817 
8114, 8121, 8128, 9/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing b<;sfness as: 
PATRIOT POOLS 
78653 Como Ct. 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
Cindy Ilene Clark 
78653Ct. 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
Drew Clark 
78653 Como Ct. 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
This business is conducted by 
Individual - Husband & W~e. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above .. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information .which he or 
she knows to be fao;e is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Cndy Clark 
The filng of this statement does 
not of ~sett authorize the use in 
this state of a fictnious business 
name wi violation of the rights of 
another under federal, slate, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8118103. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This ticlttlous business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date tt was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new- Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that lime. The filing ci this stal&-
ment does not nsett authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another LKlder feder-
al, state or corrmon law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq .. 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 1·2003-02295 
p. 8121, 8128, 9/4, 9/11 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
POOL SPA ZONE 
4 7120 Dune Palms 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
78653 Como Ct. 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
Cindy Ilene Clark 
78653C1. 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
1Drew Clark 
78653 Como Ct. 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
This business is conducted by 
Individual - Husband & W~e. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the "1fonnation 
in this statemeot is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, nfonration which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Cindy Clark 
The filng of this statement does 
not of itsett authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq, 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 811 B/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my ~ice. 
NOTICE: This fictttious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Olfce of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itsett authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
• Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 1·2003-02294 
p . 8121, 8128, 9/4, 9/t 1 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
AMERICAN AUTOMATED 
SYSTEMS 
8230 Arcadia St. 
Corona, CA 9'288 t 
Faith America, Inc. 
19912 Carmelna Ave. 
Corona, CA 9'2881 
CALIFORNIA 
This busiiess is conct.ucted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor~ 
rect. (A registrant wro doclares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Bany Dale Priest, CFO 
LLC/AI# 2294866 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltsett authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8115103. 
• I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This flC!ltious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date tt was filed in 
the Ofiice of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that ti'ne. The filing of this state-
ment does not itsetf authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vOOtion of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08482 
p . 8121 , 8/28, 9/4, 9/11 
The tallowing person(s) is (are) 
cbing business as 
PINK HOUSE KUSTOMS 
5876 Grand Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Jad< Van Gossen (NMN) 
5876 Grand Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has nO! yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant wro declares 
as true. information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Jack Van Gossen 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltsett authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the riglts of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8/04/03. 
wanted: 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy ci the orignal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fctitlous business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date n was filed in 
the Offce of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious BuSiness Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state· 
ment does no! ltsett authorize the 
use in this state of a Ficiitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under feder-
al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08018 
p. 8121, 8128, 9/4, 9/11 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
UNLIMITED FINANCIAL 
SOLUTIONS 
XPRESS SIGNING 
13800 Heacock Sutte D-129 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
P.O. Box 8263 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552 
U.C. Favor Incorporated 
CALIFORNIA #2541563 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on 6'10/03. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor· 
reel. (A registrant who declares 
as true, nformation which he or 
she knows to be false is gully of 
a crime.) 
sl.Cartetta M. Loflin 
The fili1g of this statement does 
nO! of ttse~ authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation ol the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
l>&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 8115/03. 
I hereby certify that this oopy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on Ille In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictnious business 
name statement expires f ive 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Ftctitk>us Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filng of this state-
ment does not ltsett authorize the 
use in this stats of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rightSof another under feder-
al, state or common law (5.le 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professk>ns 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08507 
p. 8121 , 8128, 9/4, 9/11 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
U P MARKETING 
1471 Pomona Rd., Unn C 
Corona, CA 9'2882 
Jeffrey Scott Underhill 
2377 So. Cota Ave. 
Corona. CA 9'2882 
Edward Riccotti Petrocelli 
31232 Old City Crt<. Rd. 
Running Springs, CA 92382 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fcti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
Need A CAR? 
NEW? Certified? Pre-Owned? 
Do you have bad credit? 
Repos, Bankruptcy, Charge Offs? 
Are you a 1st time buyer? 
Do you have good credit? 
Would you like a great deal? . 
A Great Interest Rate without the Hassle? 
(Customer Cash Back up to $2000) 
Robert 
Coleman, 
[909) 734-6021 
Dushane 
Granger 
1909) 515-3695 
Schedule Your Appointment Today/ 
Quality Toyota 
1685 West Sixth Street 
Corona, CA 92882 
GET THE FEELING 
®TOYOTA 
2003 Volkswagen Passat GL 
· Arrowhead Credit Union 
Member Dealer Direct Program 
MSRP . . ... .. ... .. .. ...... $23,400 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT . . . .... $1 201 
NET COST TO YOU! 
VIN #34069297 Official Dealer Direct Dealer 
1 @ this Price 
2003 Volkswagen Jetta GL 
MSRP . .. .... . . . . ... . . .$17,675 
$1 044 FREEWAY DISCOUNT . 
NET COST TO YOU! 
VIN #3M04B2D9 
1 @ this Price 
VIN #3P347172 
1 @ this Price 
2003 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible 
IN STOCK 
NOW!!! 
www.freewaylm-vw.com 
the new Volkswagen Warranty is so much better, n might very well bring tears of joy to your eyes. 
• Basic Warranty: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited New 
,, Vehicle Warranty. Wear & tear items and adjustments excluded after initial 12 
months/12,000 miles (whichever occurs first). 
• Powertrain Warranty: 5 years/60,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited 
Powertrain Warranty. · 
' 
• Roadside Assistance*: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) 24-hour 
•!• 
"'9 J)lldltllitlli1fffl~~ ~~ 
Arrowhead CredH Union 
Member Dealer Direct Program 
Ford 
Credit 
roadside assistance. 
• Anti-Corrosion"*: 12-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion 
Perforation. 
·courtesy of our friends at the American Automobile Association (AAA) and their affiliated clubs in the U.S. 
*•6-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the Cabrio. 
8-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the EuroVan. 
FREEWAY SUPERSTORE 
909/889-3514 • 1-800-237 -8115 
1600 CAMINO REAL, S AN BERNARDINO 
All vehicles subject to prior sale, Plus tax lie., doc. (smog if any). On approved credit. Must see dealer for details. Standard rules of eligibility apply. Sale ends close of business 08/31/03. 
,. 
The Black Voice News 
in this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant ..tio declares as true, 
infoonation v.t,ich he or she knows to 
be false is guilty of a crime.) 
sl.Jeff Underhill 
The filing of this statement does not 
of ltseff authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rlgh1s of another under fed-
eral, state. or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement flied with the County of 
Riverside on 8/05/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 00<· 
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires frve years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not ltseff autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
. Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08070 
p. 81'21, 81'28, 9/4, 9/11 
The following person(s} is (are} doing 
business as: 
CENTRO· HISPANO RIVERSIDE 
1CY<62AAl1ingtonAve. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Mayala Torres (NMN) 
24170 Stonebridge Ct. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
' This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictitious 
name(s} listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, ntor-
mation wllich he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.} 
s/.Mayeta Torres 
The filing of this statement does not 
of ltseff authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common 11aw (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 8/12/03. 
I hereby certify lha1 this copy is a CO<· 
rect copy of the O!iginal statement oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires live years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itseff autho-
rize the use in this state of a Ftctitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another undler federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08387 
p. 8121, 8128, 9/4, 9/11 
The following person(s} is (are) doing 
business as: 
DONE WELL SERVICES · 
16600 Wood Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
1290 N. Park Ave. 
Pomona, CA 91768 
Thomas Larue Ward 
1290 N. Park Ave. 
Pomona. CA 91768 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
=I!!,~~~ the~roc! 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and oooect. (A 
registrant who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she knows to be 
• false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Thornas L. Ward, Jr. 
The filing of this statement does not 
of ltseff authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riversicle on 8115/03. 
I hereby certify lha1 this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fic@ous business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not ltsett autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clark 
FILE NO. R-2003-08337 
p. Bf21 , l!t.18, 9/4, 9/11 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
JOHN MILLER PHOTOGRAPHY 
4700 Golden Ridge Dr. 
Corona, CA 92880 
John Maxwell Miller 
4700 Golden Ridge Dr. 
Corona, CA 92880 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictitious 
name(s} listed above. 
I dec!are ~t all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor-
mation v.t,i(:h he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.} 
s/.John M. Miller 
The filing of this statement does not 
of ltseff authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name In viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state. or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code} 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 7/30/ro. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Foctiious 
Business Name Statement must be 
flied before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itseff autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
, Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-07881 
p. 8121, 8128, 9/4, 9/11 
The following person(s} is (are) doing 
business as: 
VESPA HOLDING COMPANY 
TATE FULLALLMENT 
3324 Pachappa Hill 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Paul John Kinsella 
3324 Pachappa Hill 
Ritler,;icie. CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
lndivicual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictitious 
name(s} listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor-
mation whch he o, she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.} 
s/.Paul J. Kinsella 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itseW authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state. or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code} 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 8/18/03. 
I hereby certify thal this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itsel autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Busiless Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08545 
p. 8121, 81'28, 9/4, 9/11 
The following persoo(s) is (are} doing 
business as: 
COSMONET INTEGRATED SYS• 
TEMS 
43106 Camino Casillas 
Temecula, CA 92592 
ASDimex LLC · 
CALIFORNIA-200306410211 
This business is conducted by 
Limited Liability 
Company/Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictitious 
name(s} listed above. 
I declare that an the infoonation in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor-
mation wllich he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.} 
s/.Mark Hoyt. Manager - Managing 
Member 
LLCIAI# 200306410211 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious busiless name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code} 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 8/1 Ml3. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
r1lct copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was lied in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itseff autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq .. Business and Professions 
Code}. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08546 
p. l!t.11, 8128, 9/4, 9/11 
The tollowing person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
"HIGHWAY ANO HEDGES" 
12060 Palm Vista St. 
Moreno Valley. CA 92557 
P.O. Box 1572 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Highway and Hedges, Information 
and Refen'al Network. Inc. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
CALIFORNIA#2456365 
This business Is cooducted by 
Co!poration. 
Registrant 00<nmenced to transact 
business under the lictlious busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
1124/03. 
I declare that all the infoonation in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor-
mation v.t,ich he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Sharon Peters, CFO-Founder 
LLC/A/12456365 
The filino of this statement does 1101 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rigllts of another t.nder fed-
eral, state, or common law (sec_ 
1440 et. seq. b &p code} 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 8/22/03. 
I hereby certffy that this copy is a oor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This flctl1ious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the OfflC8 
of the Courty Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08783 
p. 8128, 9/4, 9/11, 9/18 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
ANTIDOTE 101 
3201 Canyon Crest Dr. #H-291 
Riverside, CA 92507 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr., 71-318 
Riversicle, CA 92507 
Valencia Robinson (NMN) 
3201 Canyon Crest Dr. 
Riversicle, CA 92507 
Alexis Pleasant (NM'II) 
3201 Canyon Crest Dr. 
Riversicle, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by. co-
Partners. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious busj. 
ness name(s} listed above on 
November 2002. 
I declare that an the information in 
this statement is true and oooect. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor-
mation wllich he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.} 
s/.Alexls Pleasant 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 8/22/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictttious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not ltseW autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Busiless Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code}. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-06784 
p. 81'28, 914, 9111 , 9/18 
The following person(s} is (are) doing 
business as: 
SIERRA REALTY 
6670 Alessandro Bi. Ste. E 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Coastal Pacific Fin. Svcs. Inc. 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fiictltious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant who declares as true, infor-
mation wllich he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.} 
s/.Donna Fowler, President 
LLCIAI# 1652176 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself autoorize the use in this state 
of a fictiious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code} 
Statement filed with the County of 
f)iverside on 8/19/03. 
I hereby certffy that this copy is a CO<· 
rect copy of the orignal statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires live years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the Courty Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Nlame Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or 00<nmon law (See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq.. Business and l;'rofessions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08591 
p. 8128, 9/4, 9111 , 9/18 
The following person(s} is (are) doing 
business as: 
SOUL SOLUTIONS 
5925 Sycamore Cyn Blvd. #121 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Bruce Ea~ Thompson 
5925 Sycamore Cyn Blvd. #121 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is cooducted by 
lrdivtdual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fiictltious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and oooect. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor- • 
mation wllich he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crine.) 
st.Bruce E. Thompson 
The filing of this stalement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riversicle oo 8/04/03. 
I hereby certify that th~ copy is a 00<-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date l was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that tine. The filing of 
this statement does not ltseff autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another IJ1der federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08066 
p. 81'28, 914, 9111 , 9/18 
The following person(s) is (are} doing 
business as: 
JOSEPH BRISSETTE TOWING 
4095 Mission Inn Avenue, Sta C 
. Riversicle, CA 92501 
1537 East ·r Street 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Joseph "B" Brissette 
1537 East "I" Street 
Ontario. CA 91764 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
lransact business under the fictitious 
name(s} listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and con-ect. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Joseph B. Brtssene 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itseW authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code} 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 8/19/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect oopy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires live years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itseW autho-
rize the use in this state of a Foctltious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rig1ts of another under federal. state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code}. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08606 
p. 81'28, 9/4, 9/11 , 9/18 
The totlowing person(s} is (are) doing 
business as: 
HAND TO HEART 
28325 Hilsdale Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Denise Shantel Pritchard 
28325 Hilsdale Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fiictltious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and oooect. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor-
mation wllich he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a Clime.) 
s/.Oenise S. Pritchard 
The filing of this statement does not 
of Itself authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious busillj!SS name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral. s1ate, or common law (sec. 
1440 el seq. b &p code} 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 8/19/03. 
I hereby certffy that this copy is a 00<· 
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. "A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not ltseff autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08603 
p. 81'28, 9/4, 9/11 , 9/18 
The following person(s) is (a")} doing 
business as: 
HANO TO HEART 
3025 David Street 
Riversicle, CA 92506 
Woodrrm Sidney Gossett. Jr. 
3025 David Sl 
Riversicle, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she knows to be 
false is gully of a crime.} 
s/.WoodroN S. Gossett, Jr. 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 8/07/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a CO<· 
rect copy of the original statement oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statemenl expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itseff autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003--08228 
p. 8128, 9/4, 9/11, 9/18 
The following person(s) is (are} doing 
business as: 
THE DUTCH STUDIO 
3478 University Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Antonius Bemardus Berendsen 
360 w. Sierra Madre 
Glendora, CA 91741 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictitious 
name(s} listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant ..tio declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.} 
st.Antonius B. Berendsen 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itse" autoorize the use in this state 
<.X a fictitious business name in viola-
tioo of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common -law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code} 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 8/'25/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 00<· 
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires live years 
from the date It was filed in the OfflC8 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not ltseff autho-
rize the use in this stale of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
o, common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08812 
p. 81'28, 9/4, 9/11, 9/18 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: · 
THE STEEL FRAME DISTRIBU-
TORS 
3478 University Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92501, 
Louis • .r Jean-Louis 
7675 Sea VISla Drive 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant ..tio declareS as true, infor-
mation wllich he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
st.Louis J. Jean-Louis 
The filing of this statement does not 
of ltseff authorize the use in this state 
of a fictlious business name in viola-
tioo of the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside oo 8125.03. 
I hereby certffy that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the dale It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not Itself autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code}. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-08813 
p. 81'28, 914, 9111, 9/18 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
JASKTECH 
8147 Whitney Dr. 
Riverside. CA 92509 
P.O. Box 1058 
Glend:>ra, CA 91740 
Joel Jorn Verceles 
8147 Whitney Dr. 
Page B-8 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
lndiviciJal. 
Registrant commenoed to transact 
business under the fictitious busi-
ness name(s} listed above on 
8118/03. 
I declare that al the infoonation in 
this statement is true and con-ect. (A 
registrant who declares as true, infor-
mation'Whlch he or she knows to be 
talse is guilty of a crime.} 
s/.Joel Jorn Verceles 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itsett authorize the use in this state 
of a ficlitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under ted-
eral, state, or commoo law (sec. 
f440 et. seq. b &p code} 
Statement filed wtth the County of 
Riverside on 8125/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the O!iginal statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictttious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itseH autho-
rize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2003-08839 
p. 8128, 9/4, 9/11 , 9118 
Summons 
case number: 384598 
Notice to Defendant: Karen 
Goldberg: Maggie Renaldo; and 
Does 1 to25 
You are being sued by plaintiff: 
Meadow Williams, a minor, by and 
through her guardian ad litem, 
Megan Williams 
You have 30 Calendar Days after this 
summons is served on you to file a 
typewritten response at this court. 
A letter or phone call will not protect 
you; your typewritten response must 
be in proper legal form n you want the 
court to hear your case. 
If you do not file your response oo 
time, you may lose the case, and 
your wages, money and property 
may be taken without further warning 
from the court. 
There are other legal requirements. 
You may want to call an attorney right 
away. If you do not know an attorney, 
you may call an anomey referral ser-
vice or a legal aid off,ce (listed in the 
phone book). 
Despues de Que le entreguen esta 
citacion judtCial usted tiene un p'8.zo 
de 30 Dias Calendartos para presen-
tar una respuesta escrita a maquina 
en esta corte. 
Una carta o una llamada teletonica 
no le ofrecera proteccion; su 
respuesta escrita a maqu,na tiene 
Que cumplir con las formalidades 
legales apropiadas si usted Quiere 
que la corte excuct-e su caso. 
Si usted no presenta su respuesta a 
.tiempo, puede perdler el caso, y le 
pueden quitar su salario, su dinero y 
otras cosas de su propiedad sin 
aviso adk:ional por parte de la corte. 
Existen otros requisites legales. 
Puede Que usted QUlera Hamar a U/1 
abogado inmediatamente. SI no 
conoce a un abogado, puede llamar 
a un servicio de refenencia de abo-
gados o a una oficina de ayuda legal 
(vea el dlrectorio telefoolcco}. 
The name and address of the court 
is: Riverside County Superior Court, 
Central 
4050 Main Street same Riverside, 
CA92501 
The name, address, and telephone 
number of plaintiffs attorney, or plain-
tiff without an attorney. Is: The 
Accident Attorneys (Ber #56068) 
Kenneth A. satin, Esq., 403 Bircll 
Street. Sutte 150, Newport Beach, 
Calfomia 92660 
Date: Dec. 5, 2002. 
p. 8128, 9/4, 11, 18 
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Hancock and Hutcherson are Monterey Jazz Hot Tickets 
By Taylor Jordan 
Officials of the 46th annual 
Monterey Jazz Festival know 
the best way to keep all arena 
fans in their seats until the final 
note is played at the three-day 
musical event. Schedule 
pianist/producer/composer 
Herbie Hancock and vibraphon-
ist great Bobby Hutcherson as 
the closing Sunday night artists. 
No one but the totally insane 
would leave the Monterey 
County fairgrounds before the 
festival on Sept. 19, 20 and 21 
ends and miss a chance to see 
the two legends in their own 
time. 
And since the sane will 
remain, they will also enjoy a 
week.end packed with the music 
that put America at the top of 
the world's culturally creative 
· list. 
Hancock and Hutcherson are 
hard acts to follow, so it is par-
when he moves into high-ener-
gy, physically demaJ;1ding and 
rhythmically challenging licks. 
Hutcherson's edge-of-your-
seat playing has captured the 
hearts of fans and respect of 
instrumental peers worldwide. 
His musical partners include 
pristine and unequivocally 
notable pioneers: Hancock, 
Charles Lloyd, Al Grey, Billy 
Mitchell, Jackie McLean, Hank 
Mobley, Eric Dolphy, Dexter 
Gordon, Chick Corea, Cedar 
Walton, Billy Higgins, Harold 
Land Sr. 
He's such a formidable but 
friendly personality that he did-
n' t have to play a note in the 
critically acclaime·d fi lm 
"Round Midnight" to be 
remembered. His character 
cooked red beans and rice and 
soulful staples of home for the 
American musicians performing 
and living as ex-patriates in 
Europe. 
Herbie Hancock 
Coltrane and Miles Davis fea-
tured the talents of trumpeter 
Roy Hargrove, drummer Brian 
Blade, bassist John Patitucci 
and saxophonist Miphael 
Brecker and sept the MJF audi-
ence to a spontaneous standing 
ovation for Brecker's sizzling 
sax solo. 
Hancock, who also played 
piano and acted in the film, won 
an Oscar for scoring "Round 
Midnight." 
tuoso pianist Michel Camilo; 
The Crusaders with guest vocal-
ist Randy Craw~ord; New 
Orleans' musicians Buckwheat 
Zydeco and the Preservation 
Hall Jazz Band and fusion gui-
tarist John McLauglin wi th 
India tabla player Zakir 
Hussain. 
Weekend highlights inc::lude 
the arena debut of trumpeter 
Dave Douglas, the 2003 com-
missioned composition 
"Traditions and Commissions" 
to be presented by acoustic gui-
tarist Ralph Towner and vibra-
phonist. Gary Burton and the 
screening of "Piano Blues," a 
new film by producer, director 
and jazz aficionado Clint 
Eastwood. The movie, execu-
tive . produced by Martin 
Scorsese, is one of seven films 
in the Public Broadcasting 
System's "The Blues" series. 
John and Jeff Clayton and 
Gary Burton will be the week-
end's artists-in-res idence and 
Ralph Towner will be the show-
case artist. All will make multi-
ple appearances on the arena 
and free ground stages .. 
, ticularly fitting they close the 
five concerts on the arena's 
Jimmy Lyons Stage. There can 
be no doubt that their dual per-
formance, with Hancock as 
ensemble leader and Hutcherson 
as his "very special" guest, will 
be exhilarating, uniquely rhyth-
mic and perfectly blend the best 
of jazz expressions. 
Hancock achieved popularitJ 
among Monterey Jazz Festival 
and international audiences for 
his unwillingness to stay in one 
place or style. He constantly 
morphs and evolves into new 
musical expressions as a pianist, 
producer and composer continu-
ally cutting and moving the 
instrumental edge. 
Vibraphonist great ~obby Hutcherson Topping Monterey's main 
arena artists list are song stylist 
Nnenna Freelon; vocalese great 
Jon Hendricks as the leader of 
"Four Brothers" with singers 
Kurt Elling, Mark Murphy and 
Kevin Mahogany; the Clayton-
Hamilton Orchestra featuring 
bassist John Clayton, drummer 
Jeff Hamilton and saxophonist 
Jeff Clayton ; all the Nevill e 
Brothers - Aaron, Cyril, Arthm: 
and Charles; Afro-Cuban and 
salsa singer Isaac Delgado; vir-
Besides tickets to the five 
arena concerts, jazz fans may 
purchase grounds-only tickets -
$25 for Friday, $35 each for 
Saturday and Sunday or $80 for 
a three-day pass - for entertain-
ment at Dizzy's Den, the night-
club, garden and courtyard 
stages, the coffee house gallery 
and jazz theater. 
Although Hutcherson was 
inspired to become a vibraphon-
ist when he heard Milt "Bags" 
Jackson, probably the best 
vibraphonist of all jazz times, 
his style is hardly typical of the 
Modern Jazz Quartet vibes 
artist 's lyrically lilting and 
melodic sweetness. He plays a 
ballad with the best, but magical 
things traditionally leap off 
Musically dexterous, 
Hancock began as a classical 
pianist and soloed with the 
Chicago Symphbny Orchestra 
as an 11-year-old child prodigy. 
Possessing a balanced ·blend of 
left-brain, right-brain talents, he 
majored in electronic engineer-
ing at Grinnell College before 
music claimed his career path. 
Legendary trumpeter Donald 
Byrd discovered an9 mentored 
him into jazz, hiring Hancock as 
a sideman in his New York 
group. 
He signed with Blue Note 
Records in 1960, first stepped 
on the international ladder with 
his classic composition 
"Watermelon Man," began a 
five-year association with Miles 
Davis as a sizzling sideman and 
composer, immersed himself in. 
electronic music for the 1960s' 
Visit us 
decade and continued to evolve 
as a seminal figure in jazz as he 
broke ground in video and syn-
thesized experimentation, inter-
active electronics, world music 
and memorable artistry. 
Hancock's skills as a com-
poser and pianist have frequent-
ly been simultaneously present-
ed. This was particularly true 
with his 2001 Monterey Jazz 
Festival debut of "Directions In 
Music." This tribute to John 
on line 
Information: (925) 275-9255 
or montereyjazzfestival.org. 
www.blackvoicen ews com 
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Sparks beat 
Houston 67- 64 and 
Swagger toward 
WNBA Playoffs 
The Black Voice News 
STAPLES CENTER 
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TOO QUICK - Tameka Dixon on one of 
.her many drives to basket. Dixon helped 
erase a 1 O point defecit on the way to a 
67- 64 Sparks win. Dixon had a 19 
points and 5 assists. 
BATTLING - Lisa Leslie battles the 
Comets center Michelle Snow for a 
rebound. Lisa had a game high 14 
rebounds. · · 
By Gary Montgomery 
The WNBA's two most consistent 
teams tossed it up again Mo~day 
evening in a season finale well 
worth the wait. The.Sparks, having 
already wrapped up the division title 
· and sporting a three ·game lead could 
have easily mailed this one in. 
"No way" said Coach Michelle 
Cooper with a grin. "This game 
meant a lot to us, we needed and 
wanted to win. We have some tough 
games ahead of us and we needed to 
start getting tough right here. 
The Sparks Mawadi Mabika hit 
three of (our free throw attempts 
down the stretch to seal the victory 
in what had to be on of the most 
physical contests of the year. "I 
think they· have trouble guarding tis 
, (off the dribble) and that's why the 
game got so physical" said Mawadi 
Mabika who finished with 19 points. 
"We had chances to win" mut-
tered the Comets fiery center 
· Michelle Snow. We had the 
chances, but sometimes you just 
don't make them. The Comets not 
· only had chances to win but also 
appeared to be well on their way to a 
season ending win over their rivals 
, from the West. 
The game was a seesaw· contest 
: : : ~ : with both teams amassing and even-
, , tually losing a 10 point lead. With 
the Comets leading by 10 in the sec-
ond half, the 10,118 screaming 
Sparks fans were feeling a bit nerv-
ous. 
As .if leaping from a telephone 
booth, Tameka Dixon scored 6 
points and hand.ed out 2 assists in a 
little over 4 minutes, including a 
driving reverse bounce pass to 
Mwadi Mabika that brmlght the 
crowd to its feet. "We've played 
together a long time, we know each 
other's game" said Dixon when 
asked about the play of the night. 
Dixon finished with 19 points to 
match Mabika for high scoring hon-
ors. 
Lisa Leslie was held to just 8 
points after scoring a season high 31 
points on Saturday against San 
Antonio. Leslie's 14 rebounds made 
up for her s_ingle figure scoring. All-
star point guard Nikke Teasley fin-
ished with 6 points and 2 assists.· 
DeLisha Milton had 15 points and 2 
rebounds. "We're working toward 
the top (of our games) Everybody's 
doing their jobs and we're playing 
better" Said Milton about their 
effort. 
The Sparks victory served notice 
should the teams meet again in the 
conference finals. The Comets have 
lost five of their last six games and 
are limping into the playoffs with 
lots of uncertainty. Most telling is 
their inability to score at times. 
Teams have learned how to defend 
Swoopes and forced the Comets to 
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THE FUTURE - Sparks rookie guard Shaquala Wiliams guards 
look elsewhere for scoring. Usually 
that comes from all-star Tina 
Thompson who matched Dixon and 
Mabika with 19 points also. 
Talented center Michelle Snow is 
capable of delivering but has often • 
struggled against the Sparks. 
With Lisa Leslie's healthy return, 
The two-time defending champion 
Sparks are the most talented team in 
the WNBA. That's not to say that 
the Sparks are assured smooth sail-
ing all the way to the championship. 
The champs have lost two of their 
big people, forward Latesha Byers 
and Center Rhonda Mapp. 
Longtime Sparks fans • will remem-
ber that was one of the team's weak-
Thursday, August 28, 2003 
nesses before becoming champions.' 
Both Byers and Mapp were brought 
in to assist Lisa in the paip.t. 
The Champs are short handed and 
a little banged up, but with an oppor-
tunity to match the Lakers three-peat 
you can bet the Sparks will accept 
nothing less than another banner 
hanging in Staples Center. 
The Sparks will open their title 
defense tonight, in Minnesota 
against the Links and Katie Smith, 
the league's 5th leading scorer. 
Game two will be at Staples on 
Saturday. 
G. Montgomery can be reached at 
gmontgomery@att.net 
Their first teacher 
• • IS Y.OU. 
Family members are a child's first teachers. 
Showing you care how well your child does in school gives your child a head start on the road 
to success. 
Encouraging kids to do their homework and study for tests helps them do well in school -
and in life. 
' · . 
Teamwork _and communication are key. 
As this new school year begins,. let's work as a team to give kids their best chance to succeed. 
You can get to know your child's teacher at parent-teacher conferences and back-to-school 
nights. During the school year, if you have a question or concern about what's going on, 
call the school and ask your child's teacher to call you back. 
Working together ~s a team, we can help kids succeed. 
CALIFORNIA CT4 
TEACHERS 
ASSOCIATION 
www.cta.org 
I • 
